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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBI.EM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
1. Nature and Scope of the Study 
Purpose of the study.- The main objectives of this study are 
(l) to gather, classify, and ana.lyze the occupational information which 
is contained in three widely used geograpey textbooks; and (2) to make 
recommendations for imparting this information to pupils through their 
study of geography. 
Scope of the study.- This study is limited to the occupational 
information found in three 1951 editions of geography textbooks. These 
textbooks, published by three different companies, are for the junior 
high school level. 
2. Justification 
Need for teaching occupational L~ormation.-- It is during the 
time that pupils are enrolled in the junior high school that they should 
· be formulating tentative vocational goals. In order that these goals 
become meaningful, it is the school's responsibility to acquaint young 
people with the opportunities that await . them in the world of work. 
Junior high school students need a general introduction to the 
major fields of work. Then an awareness should be created of the duties, 
working conditions, training requirements, and compensation that can be 
expected from the specific occupations that interest them. Activities 
are warranted whereby the pupils learn methods of locating vocational 
information and judging its worth. Above all, it is necessar,y that 
they become cognizant of their own assets and limitations so that in 
the choice of a life's work they will attain the highest rungs on the 
ladder of success. 
The apparent need for including occupational information in the 
11 
school's program is recognized by Mildred L. Billings. 
"Young people, from their earliest years, need activities 
likely to furnish vocational information, and opportunities for 
the development of right attitudes, if serious cries are to be 
avoided and development is to be normal and wholesome." 
?:/ 
George E. Myers is also agreed that junior high school pupils 
require a fundamental knowledge of occupations. 
"As the child passes from the elementary school to the junior 
high school, the time has come for the beginnings of more or less 
definite assistance in making vocational plans. v1.hen direct efforts 
are made to provide an individual with adequate assistance in 
mald.ng vocational plans, it becomes apparent that the task includes, 
first of all, acquainting him with information concerning occupa-
tions." 
21 
One author has further emphasized the need for information in 
making a wise vocational choice. 
"Youth need know about occupations. They must know about a 
great many occupations. They must know enough to choose the right 
occupation in terms of what they have learned about themselves. 
1/Mildred L. Billings, Group Methods of Studying Occupations, International 
Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1941, p. 5. 
g/George E. MYers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational Guidance, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, 1941, p. 109 • 
.2/Franklin J. Keller, Principles of Vocational Education, D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1948, p. 49. 
'When the knowledge about occupations begins to grOW' full, and 
rich, then youth can ess~ a series of tentative choices, usu~ 
en) mi nating in the adoption of a definite vocation." 
11 
Gertrude Forrester has stressed that the school must provide 
occupational information and activities. 
"So that each individual, during his youth, ~make and 
execute plans for choosing an occupation and preparing for it, 
he must know the requirements, opportunities, and trends of the 
various occupational fields. He must also know what the various 
fields are. In order to accomplish this, the most up to date 
.methods, materials, and tools for surveying occupational possi-
bilities should be utilized." 
A vocational misconception that often prevents pupils from y 
investigating certain occupations is pointed out by Garrison. 
11The professions are held up as being clean, honorable, easy 
occupations offering good p~ and considerable social prestige; 
the more mechanical activities are conceived to be laborious and 
dirty, unskilled, inferior in social status and pq." 
21 
Erickson and Smith maintain that many pupils do not use a realistic 
approach in selecting a field of work. 
"Frequently, the choice of an occupation is based upon wrong 
attitudes, desire for adventure, pressure from parents or friends, 
or other factors of which the pupil may not be fully aware or 
which he momentarily attaches undue importance. 11 
In a speech made at the Thirty-Fourth Annual Convention of Secondary-
.i/Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance, D. c. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1944, p. 4. 
YKarl C. Garrison, The Psychology of Adolescence, Prentice-Hall, 
Incorporated, New York, 1946, p. 306 • 
.2/Clifford E. Erickson and Glen E. Smith, Organization and Administration 
of Guidance Services, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1947, p. 79. 
!I 
School Principals, Harl R. Douglass acknowledged the vocational 
problems of youth during their junior high school years. 
"Certainly there is no place in the junior high school for 
a quick decision, if indeed there is a place at all for aqy sort 
of definite decision as to what an individual should follow. On 
the other hand, the youngster should be given definite training 
in how to study himself and how to study an occupation, with a 
view to assisting him and therefore, to approach intelligently 
the matching of self and job. 11 y 
Two leading authorities, ever conscious of this problem of impart-
ing occupational information, make the following recommendation for voca-
tional planning in the final year of the junior high school. 
"Every student in the ninth grade should make a study of some 
occupation in order to acquire practice in how to stuqy aqy 
occupation. One of the greatest values of studying occupations 
at this level is that the student will learn how to evaluate the 
important factors in the study of any field of work in which he 
becomes interested in the future. The total experience of evalu-
ating himself in terms of courses of training, personality and 
character ratings, and job requirements, will be of great help 
to the student in making an intelligent selection of school sub-
jects and of life 1 s work." 
Importance of the stugy.-- The imparting of occupational information 
through regular school subjects has long been recognized as an important 
phase of the total guidance program. In the schools where organized 
guidance services are available the counselors do not feel that they, 
!/Harl R. Douglass, 11The Function of the Modern Junior High School," 
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar School Princi als 
April, 1950 , Volume 34, Number 170, National Association of Secondary 
School Principals of the National Education Association, Washington, 
D. C., p. 124. 
yclarence c. Dunsmoor and Leonard M. Miller, Guidance Methods for 
Teachers, International Textbook Compaqy, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1949, 
p. 234. 
alone, can adequately solve the problems of the student body. In fact, 
support is solicited from all faculty members. In small schools where 
guidance more often functions informally, the subject teachers are 
offered more of a challenge to serve the youth not only educationally, 
but vocationally as well. 
11 
Dunsmoor and Miller urge classroom teachers to grasp this 
opportunity of helping pupils. 
"It is a highly desirable practice to supplement the regular 
work of the class with occupational information· related to the 
subject concerned. Teachers alert to the possibilities inherent 
in practically any subject can find many points with vocational 
implications. u y 
Another authority has indicated that the teacher should utilize 
his subject matter in a vocational manner. 
"The teacher of any subject holds the potential keys to the 
future vocations of many of his students. Just as he shows the 
educational possibilities of his course, the teacher is likewise 
obligated to present the vocational aspects of the subject field." 
More pertinent to the present study are the comments Mildred L. 
21 
Bi~ings has made concerning the introduction of occupational informa-
tion in geography classes. 
"In making a study of places and products, opportunity is 
given for the study of the miner, the farmer, the fisherman, the 
forester, and others, as producers of raw materials. The effect 
of climate upon types of vocational life developed in various 
sections of the country is important and is therefore included. 
1/Clarence C. Dunsmoor and Leonard M. Miller, op. cit., p. 235. 
y'Clii'ford E. Erickson, A Basic Text for Guidance Workers, Prentice-Hall, 
Incorporated, New York, 1947, p. 242 • 
..2/Mildred L. Billings, op. cit., p. 241. 
Instead of being directed toward places and products, attention 
is by this means centered on human beings, i.e. workers and their 
contributions to progress. 11 
The development of the junior high school movement in this country 
has greatly influenced the teaching methods in the study of geography. 
Previously, the content was highly factual. Pupils were required to 
memorize long lists of cities, rivers, and mountains; and answer endless 
questions concerning population, industries, and climate. Today, the 
emphasis is more functional. Not only do young people learn how to 
interpret maps, graphs, and charts; but they acquire useful facts about 
the earth, its products, and man's i nterdependence on his natural en-
vironment. 
By using the subject matter as background information, it would 
seem logical that the geography teacher would have vocational concepts 
available to acquaint the pupils with the working world and methods of 
career selection. Therefore, it is hoped that teachers using the text-
books to be analyzed will benefit from any occupational implications 
that will be reported. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
1. Preliminar.r Investigation 
Selecting textbooks to be used in this study.- The first step 
undertaken in this study was to select the textbooks to be analyzed 
for occupational information content. As an aid in judging the books 
to be used it was necessary that certain criteria be established. It 
seemed pertinent that these books not only be widely used in school 
systems throughout the country, but that they be of recent publication 
date so that the information would be accurate. Since this study. was 
limited to the junior high school it was important that the textbooks 
be adaptable to that level of instruction. 
Therefore, the .following criteria were set up: (1) wide usage in 
the schools; (2) recenc,y of publication; and (3) appropriateness to 
grade level. 
In order to .find textbooks that would .meet the established criteria 
two methods of investigation were used. Visits were made to several 
publishing houses where interviews were held with the geography con-
sultants. Letters were sent to the junior high curriculum division in 
each state department of education. After receiving the lists of rec-
o.mmended textbooks .from those two sources, it was decided that the three 
books which best answered the established criteria were: 
A. The United States in the Western World, Atwood, Wallace W., 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1951. 
B. Our World Ted&, Stull, De Forest and Roy W. Hatch, Allyn and 
Bacon, New York, 1951. 
C. Geography of a Working World, McConnell, Wallace R. and Helen 
Harter, Rand McNal~ and Company, New York, 1951. 
Description of the selected textbooks.-- In order to better under-
stand the material appearing in the three selected textbooks, a short 
description of each book will be given. 
A. The United States in the Western World 
The major emphasis in this book is to show the pupils of Grades 
seven and eight the likenesses and differences of the people living in 
the Western Hemisphere. A regional approach is made pointing out each 
region's natural resources and economic opportunities. How these con-
ditions affect people's lives and international relations are carefully 
explained in a vocabulary which is understandable to the junior high 
school population. 
The text is richly illustrated wit h photographs, charts, diagrams, 
and .maps, including 30 full-page maps in color. The accompanying map 
studies enable the pupils to acquire the skills of interpreting legends, 
est ilrating distances, and creating visual images. 
The material ,is presented in f ourteen units: Our Spinning Globe; 
The Coming of People to the New World; The Growth of the American Nations; 
The Spreading of People Over the Lands; The Use of the Farm Lands; The 
Use of tre Grazing Lands; The Forest Resources of tffi Western World; The 
Fisheries of the Western World; Resources Below the Soils; The Growth of 
8 
Manufacturing; Travel, Transportation, and Co.mm.u.n.i.cation; Commerce in 
the Western World; American Defense Bases; and Same World-Wide Relation-
s}:l.ips. 
Each unit opens with a foreword which introduces the subject and 
presents adequate thought questions to help guide the pupil's study. 
The units are further subdivided into sections. Pupil activities such 
as: Some things to explain; Committee work; A report to .make; and Same-
thing to talk over are placed throughout the sections, These activities 
not only review the objectives to be learned, but provide suggestion for 
incorporating local and state geographical information into class dis-
cussions. 
B. Our World Today 
Understanding geography from a global viewpoint is the main theme 
of this textbook, Pupils are made aware that the rapid progress in 
aviation has caused the nations of the worl d to become interdependent. 
The historical development, government, and economic conditions of each 
country are fully discussed. It is shown how the physical and climatic 
features influence the kinds of work that are available to the people. 
Europe's postwar problems are presented in respect to a recovery program 
that is based on wiser use of natural resources. 
The book is divided into the following twelve units: The British 
Commonwealth of Nations; Africa; The Fringe of Europe; Western Europe; 
Central Europe; The Baltic Countries; Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; 
The Balkans; The Near East; The Far East; Latin America; and OUr United 
States, 
The units are divided into sectional discussions of the countries 
which are located within the above geographical boundaries. A pupil 
bibliography is found at the close of each section. These supplementary 
readings are graded appropriately for junior high school pupils. 
All the questions and activities are designed to help young people 
realize the relationship of people's needs to their environment. Pro-
vision is made for the development of the techniques of simple research 
as many of the suggested projects reqldre additional reference material. 
New geographical terms and the directions for using the climatic, relief, 
physical-political, and population maps are explained in a vocabulary 
which is well within the grasp of seventh and eighth grade pupils. 
C. GeographY of a Working World 
As the title so aptly suggests, this book describes the work that 
is carried on by the people in various parts of the world. Occupations 
and living conditions in the fishing regions, forest areas, mining sec-
tions, and farm lands are explained. Contributions made by the builders, 
merchants, traders, manufacturers, and industrial workers are presented. 
The historical development of the occupations is stressed. The pupils 
become aware of some of the problems of our time-overpopulation, con-
servation of natural resources, cause and effect of technological 
changes, and varying standards of living. 
The Atlas section, containing maps and graphs, encourages the 
pupils to make careful interpretations and to organize their ideas into 
useful conclusions. This reasoning promotes training in the higher 
learning process of critical thinking. 
The material is presented in ten units: This is a Working World; 
Hunters and Fishermen; Farmers and Herdsmen; Lumbermen and Forest Workers; 
Miners and Other Mineral Workers; Power and. Man 1 s Work; Makers and 
Builders; Transportation and Communication; Merchants and Traders; and 
All the World's Workers. 
At the end of each unit is a Workshop containing purposeful activ-
ities that are illustrative of the geographical and occupational concepts 
to be acquired. Their variety in number make adequate provision for 
individual differences. A unique feature of every unit is the section 
devoted to utilizing the local community--Farmers of Your Community, 
Your Community as a Laborator,y, Industries of Your Community, and Report 
to the Community. 
2. Research Procedure to be Followed 
Approaches to be used in obtaining information.-- In order that 
the selected geography textbooks can be thoroughly examined for available 
occupational information it is felt necessary to use the follovr.Lng 
methods: 
1. A complete enumeration will be made by unit of all the occupa-
tional titles appearing in the three textbooks which denote a 
specific occupational concept. The titles will be arranged in 
order of frequency of mention. 
2. The occupational titles will be arranged by major occupational 
11 
groups. 
1/Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part IV Entry Occupational Classifi-
cation, 'far ManpoTrer Commission, Washington, D. C., United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1949 (revised edition). 
t 
3. An analysis <:till be made of the occupational c.:me pts thd:. 
appear in thQ selected text.bo ks . 'l'"•e outline for the at.udy 
11 
of an oe,~upation by Georr;e E. Myers wil.1 be u ed as a gu'-.de . 
4 . A complet e enuroer atio:..1 of a.L'l.. oecupation.'ll r ! $:;:-ence3 r.·!A2.d.e i n 
photographs and through pupil ac~ivitics v,ill be tabulated . 
Sieffi!icsnce oi reporting ctata.- '£he kinck: of i!li'oruation that 
will be reveale · through the c.bove investiea.t.ion should help the teacher 
who wishe;a to impart oceupationcl information thruugh t he otu.iy of' geog-
r aphy. By establishing the amount of vooaticnal mate~i~l :ontainod in 
the selected geogrny~ te~books, t he teacher has tr.e excellent opportu-
nity to incorporate ·Ghe accurate end pertLient intorration i nt? the 
course of study'.. Seecndly 1 the geography teacher can readily Jiscern 
the .fiel d'l of work 1hich require additional commentary. Suppl en entar-.r 
activitieo can be included within the study urdt t o remedy thi:J need. 
Finall.y 1 the analysis proced\U"e used in this study can serve a. . s a guide 
tor teachers desiring t o evaluate not only textbooks 1 but other t ypes 
of class mat erial. 
yGeorge E. Myers, op • . cit. , p .. lll. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL TITlES MENTIONED 
IN THREE SELECTED GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
1. Recording OCcupational Titles 
Procedure for recording titles.-- It is advantageous for the 
subject teacher who wishes to impart occupational information to know 
not only the occupational titles appearing in the basic textbook of the 
course, but also the unit frequency of these titles. With this know-
le~e the teacher will discover the titles that have been stressed b,y 
the author, the occupations that receive only a casual reference or that 
have been omitted, and the location of the titles within the textbook 
units. Then it will be more easily realized when in the course of study 
supplementary occupational information should be introduced. 
With this above service in mind, every page of the three selected 
textbooks was carefully read and all titles which denoted specific 
occupational concepts were recorded. In deciding whether the inclusion 
of an occupational title was justifiable, the definition of noccupational y 
information'' by Carroll L. Shartle proved to be a valuable assistance. 
"Accurate and useable information about jobs; and occupations; 
information about industries and processes insofar as such informa-
tion is directly related to jobs; and pertinent useable facts about 
occupational trends and the supply and demand of labor. u 
1/Carroll L. Shartle, Occupational Information, Prentice-Hall, 
Incorporated, New York, .1952, p. 1. 
. . 
- _ ..... . 
For ease in tabulating the information the selected textbooks will 
be mentioned throughout the study by the following code letters: 
A -- The United States in the Western World 
B -- Our World Today 
C - Geography' of a Working World 
A card, as Figure 1 indicates, was used for recording the data. 
Text-Page-Unit 
A- 2-1 
Occupational Title and Concept 
Airplane pilots who attempt to go 
into this high layer of air and fly 
to distant parts of the earth must 
be provided with warm air-conditioned 
pilot rooms and an extra supply of 
ox;ygen. 
Figure 1. Sample Card Used to Record Occupational Information 
After all the occupational titles and concepts were recorded on 
cards, Table 1 was compiled. 
Table 1. An Enwneration by Units of Occupational Titles Found in Three 
Selected Geography Textbooks 
Books and Total 
Occupational Titles Number of Units Totals 
A B c 
14 12 10 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Farmer •• ••••••••••••••••••••• 6 12 9 27 
Fisherman •••...•••.•••••.•••• 2 7 5 14 
Scientist •••••••••••••••.•••• 3 2 8 13 
(continued on next page) 
Table 1. (continued) 
Books and Total 
Nwnber o! Units 
Occupational Titles A B c Totals 
14 12 10 
_(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Manufacturer ••••••••••••••••• 2 3 4 9 
Explorers •••••••••••••••••••• 1 5 1 7 
Inventor ••••••.•.•••••••••••• 1 1 5 7 
Engineers •••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 2 5 
Hunters •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 1 3 5 
Lumbermen •••••••••••••••••••• 2 2 1 5 
Merchant ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 2 2 5 
Oysterman •••••••••••••••••••• 3 2 0 5 
Weavers •••••••••••••••.•••••• 1 3 1 5 
Captain (Sea) ..••.•..•.•.•••• 2 1 1 4 
Mi.ner • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 3 1 4 
Pilot (Airplane) ••••••••••••• 3 1 0 4 
Traders •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 3 4 
Blacksmith ••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 2 3 
Cowboys ••••••••••••••••••• ••• 1 1 1 3 
Geologist •••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 1 3 
Herdsmen ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 1 3 
Laborer •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 3 0 3 
Metal Worker ••••••••••••••••• 0 2 1 3 
Planters •••••••••••••••••.••• 2 0 1 3 
Prospectors •••••••••••••••••• 2 0 1 3 
Ranchmen •••••••••••••.••••••• 3 0 0 3 
Sailor ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 3 0 3 
Surveyors ••••••••••••••••.•.• 1 1 1 3 
Trappers ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 0 1 3 
Wheat Farmer ••••••••••••••••• 1 1 1 3 
Alchemist •••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 2 2 
Artist ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
Aviators ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 1 0 2 
Bullfighter •••••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 
Cotton Farmer •••••••••••••••• 1 0 1 2 
Forest Rangers ••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 1. (continued) 
Books and Total 
Number of Units 
Occupational Titles A B c Totals 
14 12 10 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Fruitgrowers ••••••••••••••••• 2 0 0 2 
Fur F arm.er • ••••.•••••••.••••• 0 1 1 2 
Gardeners •••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 
Geographers ••••••••• ••••••••• 1 0 1 2 
Glass Blower ••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
Herder ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
Housewife •••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 2 2 
Machine Operator ••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
O,yster Farmer •••••••••••••••• 1 0 1 2 
Peddlers ••••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 1 2 
P~sician •••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
Picker (Cotton) •••••••••••••• 0 1 1 2 
Potter ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 2 2 
Rancher •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 2 2 
Salesman ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 
Shepherds •••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 
Shoe Manufacturer •••••••••••• 1 0 1 2 
Silk Manufacturer •••••••••••• 2 0 0 2 
Spinner .••••••••••••••...•••• 0 1 1 2 
Teachers ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 2 0 2 
\Yheatgrawers ••••••••••••••••• 2 0 0 2 
Agents (Agricultural) •••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Agents (Commercial) •••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Amber Carvers •••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Anthropologist ••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Architects ••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Astronomer ••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Bakers • •••• • •••••••••••••••• • 0 1 0 1 
Blasters .•••••..••..•. . .....• 0 0 1 1 
Bot onist •••••.••.••.••. .••••.• 0 1 0 1 
(continued on next page) 
Table 1. (continued) 
Occupatianal Titles 
(1) 
Bottle Makers •••••••••••••••• 
Brakemen •••• -••••••••..•.••••• 
Brickmakers •••••••••••••••••• 
Cable Tenders •••••••••••••••• 
Cannery Workers •••••••••••••• 
Carpenters ••••••••••••••••••• 
Cattlemen •••••••••••••••••••• 
Cheese Makers •••••••••••••••• 
Chemist •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clammers ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cobbler •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Construction Engineers ••••••• 
Consuls (Foreign) ••••• ~···••• 
Contractor••••••••••••••••••• 
Coppersmith •••••••••••••••••• 
Cutter ••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Dairy Far.mer ••••••••••••••••• 
Dealer (Automobile) •••••••••• 
Diver •• •••••••••••.•.•.•••..• 
Drillers ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Electricians ••••••••••••••••• 
Elevator Manager (Wheat) ••••• 
Executives ••••••••••••••••••• 
Fallers •••.•••••••.•••••.•••• 
Farm Laborers •••••••••••••••• 
Fire Spotter ••••••••••••••••• 
Fire Watcher ••••••••••••••••• 
Forester ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Furniture Maker ............... . 
Glove~ Maker ••••.•••••.••••••. 
Books and Total 
Number of Units 
A 
14 
(2) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
B 
12 
(3) 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
c 
10 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
(continued on next page) 
Totals 
(5) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 1. (continued) 
Books and Totals 
Nwnber of Unite 
Occupational Titles A B c Totals 
14 12 10 
(1) {2) (3) (4) (5) 
Graders ••••••••••••••••••.••• 0 0 1 1 
Ivor.y Carvers •••••••••••••••• 0 i 0 1 
Jinrikisha Runner •••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Judges ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Leather Manufacturers •••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Linemen (Telephone) ••••••• ••• 0 1 0 1 
Lobster Fishermen •••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Lobsterman •••••.••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Loggers ••••.••.•.••••..•. ...• 0 0 1 1 
Lumberjack ••••.•••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Market Gardeners ••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Mate Gatherers ••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
M.echan.ic • •••••••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Mechanical Engineers ••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Mi.ller . ••.••.•.•••.••••.•...• 0 0 1 1 
Mine Owners •••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Missionaries ••••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Navigators {Air) •••.........• 0 1 0 1 
Navigators (Sea) .•.•..•.....• 0 0 1 1 
Newspaper Writers •••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Owner of the Press (Oil) ••••• 0 0 1 1 
Packer •••••••••••••••••..•••• 0 0 1 1 
Painters (Cloth) ••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Paper Makers •• ................ 0 0 1 1 
Plant Breeders ••••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Plantation OWners •••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Poet .••.•..•..•••.•.•.••.•.•• 0 1 0 1 
Postmen •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Prime Minister ••••••••• -•••••• 0 1 0 1 
Publishers ••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
(Concluded on next page) 
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Table 1. (concluded) 
Books and Total 
Number of Units 
Occupational Titles A B c Totals 
' 
14 12 10 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (51 
Rubber Gatherers ••••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Rubber Workers ••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Sanitary Engineers ••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
saver ....................... 0 0 1 1 
Shearers •••.•••••••••••••..•• 0 0 1 1 
Shipbuilders ••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Ship Owners •••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Shoemaker •••••••••••••••.•••• 1 0 0 1 
Silversmith •••••••••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Soldiers•••••••••~••••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Stenographer ••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Storekeeper •••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Sugar Growers •••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Tailor ••••.•••••••••••••••.•• 1 0 0 1 
Technician ••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Tobacco Growers •••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Tonger •••••••.••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Trimm.er •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
T,ype Designer •••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Vendors (Slipper) •••••••••••• 0 1 0 1 
Viardens ••• •.••••••.••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
\Vatchmaker ••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
\Vhaler • •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
~v.ho1esale Dealer ••••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Wireless Operator •••••••••••• 0 0 1 1 
Woolen Manufacturer •••••••••• 1 0 0 1 
Total ...................... 69 113 129 311 
Information to be gathered from Table 1.-- This table shows that 
there were 151 occupations mentioned by title and arranged in descending 
• 
numerical order. Of these 151 occupational titles, only 15 titles 
appeared in all three of the textbooks. The Farmer was the title that 
had the highest unit frequency. It was mentioned in 27 units. In fact, 
it appeared in every unit in Book B. The Fisherman followed in second 
place with a unit frequency of 14. Scientist was third, having 13 unit 
references. The occupaticnal title that was fourth was Manufacturer. 
It was mentioned in nine units. In fifth place were two titles--Explorers 
and Inventor. Each appeared in seven units. 
Ninety-five occupational titles were mentioned in one unit oflly. 
Of these 95, fourteen were found in Book A, thirty-one in Book B, and 
fifty in Book C. The fact that ma.ny titles in Books A and C appear in 
only one unit of study is understandable since the authors in setting 
up the outline of study placed information concerning the people engaged 
in the various fields of work in separate units. For example, in Book A 
information about agricultural workers is found in Unit V--The Use of 
the Farm Lands; forestry workers in Unit VII--The Forest Resources of 
the Vwestern World; and those people finding employment in the fishing 
industry in Unit VIII--The Fisheries of t he Western World. Book C was 
arranged in the same manner. The work of the .miners was discussed in 
Unit V--Miners and other Mineral Workers; and those occupations dealing 
with the marketing of goods in Unit IX-Merchants and Traders. Although 
the unit outline in Book B was arranged according to nations, occupational 
cross references were not frequent, either. It can be concluded that in 
the selected textbooks the unit frequency was low with the exception of 
the twelve occupations that head the table. 
After examining the titles .mentioned in Table 1, it is interesting 
to note that all three textbooks stress occupations that fall within 
the scientific field. Scientist, Inventor, and Engineer have an ex-
cellent distribution. The unit frequency is not as high for Geologist, 
Surveyor, Physician, Anthropologist, Astronomer, Botonist, and Chemist; 
nevertheless, mention is made of these important occupations. Since we 
are living in a scientific age, the geography teacher has a splendid 
chance to make the most of these scientific references. MaQY young 
people do not realize the opportunities that await them within this 
field or work which at the present time is not too overcrowded. 
The historical development of many of the occupations is included 
in the selected textbooks. Titles such· as Explorer, Hunter, Merchant, 
Weaver, Trader, Blacksmith, Herder, Alchemist, Spinner, Peddler, Potter, 
and Miller have all but vanished from the world of work. However, in 
imparting occupational information one necessary phase is to acquaint 
pupils with the contributions made by all our workers whether they lived 
and worked in the past or are at their jobs tod~. 
The titles which are highly specific and technical will require 
special attention not only in explaining the definitions, but in studying 
the duties. Sawyer, Tonger, Faller, Grader, Logger, Blaster, and Type 
Designer fall into that cate~ory. other occupational titles will provide 
local color-Bullfighter, Mate Gatherer, and Jinrikisha Runner. 
It seems apparent that the occupations found in the textbooks in 
the study would hold more interest for boys than girls. Aviator, Navi-
gator, Electrician, Contractor, and Automobile Dealer are just a few 
of the many occupations that would have appeal for young men in the 
class. Some girls might show an interest in the occupations in the 
scientific field, but only casual references are made to Teacher, 
Stenographer, and Housewife. Therefore, supplementary occupational 
information that would be beneficial to the feminine class members 
should be introduced. 
Summary of the data.-- Table 2 is presented in order to show more 
readily the number and frequenc.y of the occupational titles enumerated 
in Table 1. The frequency of mention of the occupations in the three 
textbooks is reported by units. 
Table 2. Summary of Occupational Titles Found in the Three Selected 
Geograpey Textbooks 
Number of Frequency 
Book Title Code Occupational of 
Titles Listed Mention 
(1) (2)_ (3) {4) 
The United States in the 
Western World •••••••••• Book A 46 69 
Our World Today •••••••••• Book B 69 113 
Geography of a Working 
VVorld ••••• ••••••••••••• Book C 93 129 
A gradual increase in the number of occupational titles and frequency 
of mention is noticed in each textbook. Book C revealed the largest num-
ber of titles-93, and showed the highest frequency of. mention~l29,. 
Although the number of occupational titles varied in the three selected 
textbooks, it would seem profitable for teachers to utilize all these 
title references in order to better aid pupils in obtaining occupational 
information through the study of geography. 
2. Classification of Occupational Titles 
Need for group classification.-- Educators are in agreement that 
junior high school students starting to investigate occupational life 
should become familiar first with various fields of work which offer 
vocational implications rather than becoming acquainted with just a few 
specific occupations. With this principle in mind it seemed advisable 
that the occupational titles found in the selected textbooks be arranged 
according to a standard classification system. 
Classifying titles according to major occupational groups.-- The 
system presented in the Diction~ of Occupational Titles will be used 
in classifying the titles which are being analyzed in this study. The 
definitions of the major occupational groups under discussion are as 
11 
follows: 
PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND MANAGERIAL WORK 
Persons having the qualifications necessary for entry into 
work requiring the capacity to acquire and apply special knowledges 
involved in artistic creation, entertainment, social service work, 
teaching, scientific study, researchJ engineering, law J medicine J 
business relations, or management. 
CLERICAL AND SALES WORK 
Persons having the qualifications necessary for entry into · 
work involving recordingJ transcribing, composing, campilingJ 
i/Dictionary of Occupational Titles J Part IV, Entry Occupational 
Classification. War Manpower Commission, Washington, D. c., United States 
Government Printing Office, October, 1944, (revised edition), p. 13. 
transmitting, and systemizing written communications and records, 
computing or compiling mathematical or statistical data, or dealing 
with the public in business situations to effect sales, give in_. 
formation, or perform other commercial or administrative services. 
SERVICE VIORK 
Persons having the qualifications necessar,r for entry into 
work that involves ministering to the needs of others in preparing 
food, serving meals, caring for children, and in other types of 
personal service activities. 
AGRICULTURE, MARINE, AND FORES'IRY WORK 
Persons having the qualifications necessary for entry into 
work involving the raising and harvesting of crops, the breeding, 
care, catching, and hunting of fish and other ani.mals, the handling 
of boats, the preservation of forests, the gathering of forest 
products, and other related outdoor activities. 
MECHANICAL WORK 
Persons having the qualifications necessary for entry into 
work in which the independent judgment of the worker determines , 
the machine and manual operations to be performed in obtaining the 
proper form, quality, and quantity of material to be produced. 
Workers may be required to lay out work, to estimate quality, 
suitability, and needed quantities of materials, to make precise 
measurements, to read blueprints or other specifications, and to 
make necessary computations or mechanical adjustments to control 
or regulate processes. 
MANUAL WORK 
Persons having the qualificati ons necessary for entry into 
work in which the form, quality, and quantity of the work depend 
primarily on prescribed methods and on the performance of machine 
or equipment or on the use of hands or hand tools. ·Workers may be 
required to observe the operation of machines, to feed machines, 
and to perform other repetitive and physical tasks. 
It was found that 145 of the 151 occupational titles appearing in 
the selected geography textbooks could be classified accor ding to the 
major occupational groups as defined b,y the DictionaEY of OCcupational 
Titles. The following occupations, either being archaic in nature or 
!.5 
having a foreign derivation, were omitted from the classification: Al-
chemist, Bullfighter, Explorers, Jinrilci.sha Runner, Mate Gatherers, and 
Prime Minister. The distribution of the titles which were classified by 
the major occupational groups and the related fields of work is shown in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Analysis of Occupational Titles by Major Occupational Groups 
Total 
Number of Per Number of Per 
Groups Times Cent Times Cent 
Mentioned Mentioned 
(1} {2) (3) (4) (5) 
Professional, Technical 
and Managerial Work •••••• 51 35.2 
Technical Work ••••••••••• 30 20.6 
Managerial Work •••••••••• 13 9.0 
Public Service Work •••••• 4 2.8 
Literary Work •••••••••••• 3 2.1 
Artistic Work •••••••••••• 1 0.7 
Musical Work ••••••••••••• 0 o.o 
Entertainment Work ••••••• 0 o.o 
Cleri cal and Sales Work •••• 7 4.8 
Public Contact Work •••••• 3 2.1 
Recording Work ••••••••••• 2 1.3 
Computing Work ••••••••••• 1 0.7 
General Clerical Work •••• 1 0.7 
Service Work ••••••••••••••• 0 o.o 
Cooking •••••••••••••••••• 0 o.o 
Child Care ••••••••••••••• 0 o.o 
Personal Service Work •••• 0 o.o 
Agriculture, Marine, and 
Forestry Work •••••••••••• 43 29.6 
Farming •••••••••••••••••• 22 15.2 
Forestry ••••••••••••••••• 11 7.5 
Marine Work •••••••••••••• 10 6.9 
(concluded on next page) 
Table 3. (concluded) 
Total 
Nwnber of Per Number of Per Groups Times Cent Times Cent 
Mentioned Mentioned 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mechanical Work •••••••••••• 31 21.4 
Crafts ••••••••••••••.•••• 27 18.6 
Machine Trades ••••••••••• 4 2.8 
Manual Work •••••••••••••••• 13 9.0 
Manipulative Work •••••••• 9 6.2 
Observational Work ••••••• 3 2.1 
Elemental Work ••••••••••• 1 0.7 
Major occupational groups stressed in the selected textbooks.--
Table 3 shows that the occupational group containing the largest number 
of titles was Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work. Thirty-five 
per cent of the occupational titles were included within this grouping. 
Technical Work led with a frequency of 30 of the 51 mentioned titles, or 
20 per cent. In Managerial Work, 9 per cent of the occupations were 
classified. No occupational references were made in either Musical or 
Entertainment Work. 
Agriculture, Marine, and Forestry Work was the second largest group. 
Twenty-nine per cent of the occupational titles were distributed in this 
grouping. Of the three subdivisions, Farming was first with a classifi-
cation of 22 different occupational titles. Third in importance was 
Mechanical Work. Crafts led within that grouping with a percentage 
rating of 18. 
Manual Work and Clerical and Sales Work showed low per.centages .of 
f ..... 
..... 
occupational mention. It was found that rione of the three selected 
textbooks contained occupational titles that could be classified under 
the major group of Service Work. Recognizing this lack of occupational y 
information, the authors of one of the textbooks have stated: 
"Then there are all the people in the service industries. 
This book does not have a chapter about them, but you can see 
that they are important because there are so many of them. With-
out them other people would not be able to do their work well or 
live comfortably. 11 
It can be concluded that the geography textbooks being discussed 
in this analysis provide the most information concerning occupations 
that fall within Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work; Agri-
culture, Marine, and Forestry Work; and Mechanical Work. However, junior 
high school pupils do not confine their occupational interests to just 
those three areas. They also wish to learn the job requirements per-
taining to file clerks, waitresses, barbers, airplane hostesses, recep-
tionists, hotel clerks, and beauticians. Therefore, additional voca-
tional information concerning the occupations classified in Clerical 
and Sales Work; Manual Work; and expecially Service Work, would have to 
be incorporated into the class work. 
l/Wallace R. McConnell and Helen Harter, Geograph;.y of a World.ng World, 
Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1951, p. 347. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL CONCEPTS FOUND 
IN THREE GEOORAPHY TEXTOOOKS 
1. Method Used in Analysis 
Need for classifying occupational concepts.- After the three 
geography textbooks were selected for analysis, the writer began this 
study by recording on cards every title and concept appearing in the 
books which denoted accurate and useable occupational information. 
Next, the occupational titles were enumerated by units and classified 
according to major occupational groupings presented in the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles. 
Although some pupils might be encouraged to undertake a study of 
vocational life by being made aware of the occupational titles appearing 
in the textbook, the majority of junior high school students need more 
challenging knowledge about the people who participate in the world of 
work. Therefore, it seemed necessary to provide a means of classifying 
the occupational concepts previously recorded in order to find out if 
specific information concerning occupations is to be found in the geog-
raphy textbo0ks. 
Using a basic outline for the classification.-- Most authorities 
on vocational guidance consider that the occupational outline is the 
best device to use for providing specific information. It presents in 
, ""' .. 
a concise form the important areas necessary for vocational concentration. 
After examining several basic outlines, it was decided that George 
E. Myers • "Outline for the Study of an Occupation" would be most adapt-
able for classifying the concepts found in the selected textbooks chosen 
for this stuqy. The seven areas with their descriptive questions are 
!I 
as f olloVls : 
I. Importance of the occupation 
A. How does it serve society? 
B. How many people does it employ? 
c. Is this number increasing or decreasing? 
D. Is it widely distributed or localized? 
E. If localized, in what principal centers is it carried on? 
F. What, briefly, is its history? 
II. Nature of work 
A. What does the worker do? 
B. Is the work highly repetitive or quite varied? 
C. Does it tend to stimulate growth? 
III. Working conditions 
A. Is the work indoors or outdoors? 
B. Does the worker stand or sit? 
C. What are the general sanitary conditions? 
D. ~1hat kind of fellow workers will one have? 
E. What are the working hours? 
F. What kL~d of organization is there among the workers? < 
G. How important is membership in this organization? 
IV. Personal qualities needed 
A. What physical qualities are necessary--strength, endurance, 
hearing, eyesight? 
B. vihat degree of intelligence and emotional stability? 
c. Vihat personality traits--initiative, cooperation, persistence, 
leadership are important? 
V. Preparation needed 
A. What general education and special training are necessary or 
desirable? 
B. How and where may the special training be obtained? 
1/George E. Myers, op. cit., pp. 111-112. 
'· .. 
. .. ~-~ 
VI. Opportunity for advancement 
A. How does one enter the occupation? 
B. At what age approximately? 
C. Vfuat are the average periods of service at different levels 
of the occupation? 
D. What supervisory or administrative jobs in the field lie 
ahead'? 
E .. What are the principal related occupations in which one 
might seek advancement? 
VII. Compensation 
A. What annual earnings may one expect at first? 
B. What are the average earnings of experienced workers? 
c. What are exceptional earnings? 
D. H~ are earnings affected as one advances in age? 
E. How is the compensation paid-weekly, monthly, for special 
services rendered? 
F. Are there, also, commissions on sales? Discounts on goods 
purchased from the employer by the worker? Profit sharing? 
Bonuses? 
G. What annuity or retirement provisions are in effect? 
H. Are there other compensations such as unemployment insurance, 
sick benefits, long vacations? 
Table 4 shows how this basic outline can be used in recording and 
classifying the occupational concepts that were taken from the geography 
textbooks used in this analysis. 
:(. 
Table 4. Occupational Concepts Found in Three Selected Geography 
Textbooks and Classified by George E. Myers' "Outline for 
the Study of an Occupation" 
§ 5 >a ~ (1) j§ a) +l t> qt~ 't1 •r-1 .§ ~ Occupations a cP·rl Q) +l 't1 
..C::-+3 ~ft.i ~ . :j t: +l Q) ctl . -8 H a> t: +l ~ 0 •.-i 't1 fd +lOO ~0~ H •.-i a) r-i (1) Q) ~ ft.i ~ 0 ft.i :::1 O't1 H ctl 4> 0., Q) 
A. OO :0::: ~ s:: ~&~ Q) z & ~ ~ .8 . 0 &::. 0 
A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6} (7) 
Agents 
(Agriculture~. 1 
Agents 
( Co.mm.ercial) •• 1 
Alchemist • • ••••• 2 
Amber Carvers ••• 
Anthropologist •• 1 
Architects •• • ••• 1 
Artist •••••••••• 1 1 1 
Astronomer ••••• • 2 1 
Aviators •••••••• 2 
Bakers •••••••••• 1 
Blacks mi. th •••••• 1 1 2 
Blasters •••••• ·•• 1 
Botoni.st ••• • • ~ • • 1 
Bottle Makers ••• 1 
Brakemen •••••••• 1 
Brickmakers • • ••• 1 
Bullfighter ••••• 1 1 
Cable Tenders ••• 1 
Cannery Workers. 1 
Captain (Sea) ••• 1 2 1 1 
Carpenters •••••• 1 
Cattlemen ••••••• 1 
Cheese Makers • •• 1 
Chemist ••••••••• 1 
Clammers • • •••• • • 1 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Occupations 
A B CAB CAB CAB CAB CAB CAB C 
· (1) (2) (3) (4) ill _(6) (7) (S) 
Cobbler ••••••••• 
Construction 
Engineers ••••• 
Consuls 
(Foreign) ••••• 
Contractor •••••• 
Coppersmith ••••• 
Cotton Farmer ••• 
Cowboy •••••••••• 
Cutter •••••••••• 
Dairy . Farmer •••• 
Dealer 
(Automobile) •• 
Diver ••••••••••• 
Drillers •••••••• 
Electricians •••• 
Elevator Manager 
(Wheat) ••••••• 
Engineers •.• ••••• 
Executives •••••• 
Explorers ••••••• 
Fallers ••••••••• 
Farmer •••••••••• 
Farm Laborers ••• 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 1 
1 4 1 
8 12 18 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
2 2 1 
1 
1 
1 1 
2 
1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 2 
1 1 
~3 12 17 0 31 15 
Fisherman ••••••• 1 
Fire Spotter •••• 
Fire Watcher •••• 
Forester •••••••• 
Forest Ranger ••• . 
2 4 6 17 2 7 13 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 1 
1 
3 
(continued on next page) 
1 
1 
3 1 1 1 
1 
1 
4 3 4 
1 
Table 4. (continued) 
g ~ .f.) a (I) O'l ~ r::: ..-1 Cl) r::: r::: ~ .~ '0 ..... •r-1 «> ~ 0 C!) E·~ ~ "t:f § H ~ ~Q)ori Q) r::: ~ Q) -8 O'l Occupations ,.S::+) H ..ltl o;q"t:f ~ .j-)0() r::: ~~ctl ::S~ H :a O'l Q) Q) s 1+-1 ~ Q) s ~g. ~00 s d H qs «> P. Q) ~ ~ ;;: a>~Z G) z P. > A.OO iil: 0 At . J: 8; ~ 0 ~ 8 u u 
A B C A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c 
(1) (2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) [7) -(8} 
Fruit growers •••• 1 4 
Fur Farmer •••••• 1 1 
Furniture ll.aker. 1 
Gardeners ••••••• 2 1 
Geographers ••••• 1 1 
Geologist ••••••• 1 1 1 1 
Glass Blower •••• 1 1 1 
Glove Maker ••••• 1 
Graders ••••••••• 1 1 
Herder •••••••••• 1 2 
Herdsmen •••••••• 1 1 1 1 
Housewife ••••••• 1 1 
Hunters ••••••••• 1 1 3 .1 1 
Inventor •••••••• 3 1 5 
Ivory Carvers ••• 1 
Jinrikisha 
Runner •••••••• 1 
Judges •••••••••• 1 
Laborer ••••••••• 2 1 1 1 
Leather 
Manufacturer •• 1 
Linemen 
(Telephone) •• • 1 
Lobster Fisher-
men ••••••••••• 1 
Lobsterman •••.••• 2 
Loggers ••••••••• 1 
Lumberjack •••••• 1 
Lumbermen ••••••• 2 1 1 2 
(Continued on next page) 
Table 4. (continued) 
c:: 1>:. c::· +> 0 10 II) 0 +> d -rl Q) c:: § ~ ~'d •.-I .§ Q) ~ Occupations 0 0 ~ -g ~ ~ &Q) -rl ci> ~ :j c:: +> Q) II) ..C::+> g(H~ 0~ '0 fa'g f: O(.) c:: f: +>"' ~:a II) Q) 0 fH fa ()) ~0 ~ ~ Q) 0.. ()) ~ 0 fH §' ~ g ~ & z Q) z & ~ A. O t> z J:: 0 ~ 8 0 0 
A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c A B c 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) {6) (7) (8) 
Machine Operat or . 1 1 
Manu£ act urer • • •• 3 1 3 3 2 1 1 
Market 
Gardeners • •••• 1 
Mate Gather er s •• 1 
Mechanic • ••••• •• 1 
Mechanical 
Engineers • • • •• 1 
Merchant •• • ••••• 11 1 1 1 
Metal Vlorker •• •• 1 1 1 
Miller •• •• . •. • •• 1 1 1 
Mine Owners •• •• • 1 
11iner •••• • • ••• • • 1 2 4 2 2 1 
Missionaries • • •• 2 
Navigators (Air ). 1 
Navigator s (Sea). 1 
Newpaper 
Writers •••• ••• i 
OWner of the 
Press (Oil) ••• 1 
Oyster Farmer • • • 1 1 1 
Oysterman •••• • •• 1 1 1 1 1 
Packer •• • •••• ••• 1 
Painters (Cloth). 1 
Paper Makers •• •• 1 
Peddlers •• •• •• • • 1 1 
Physician ••• •• • • 1 1 
Picker (Cotton) . 1 1 
Pilot (Air plane). 1 3 3 1 1 
(conti nued on next page) 
Table 4. (continued) 
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A B c A B c A B c lA B c A B c A B c A B c 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Plantation 
Owners •••••••• 1 
Plant Breeders •• 1 
Planters •••••••• 1 2 2 
Poet .••••......• 1 
Postmen •••••• ••• 1 
Potter •••••••• •• 1 1 
Prime Minister •• 1 
Prospectors ••••• 1 1 1 1 
Publishers •••••• 1 
Rancher ••••••••• 1 1 1 
Ranchmen •••••••• 1 5 1 1 1 
Rubber 
Gatherers ••••• 1 
Rubber Worker ••• 1 
Sailor •••••••••• 2 1 1 
Salesmen •••••••• 1 1 2 
Sanitary 
Engineers ••••• 1 
Sa"WY'er •••• • • • ••• 1 1 
Scientist ••••••• .3 .3 15 .3 2 
Shearers •••••••• 1 
Shepherds ••••••• 1 1 
Shipbuilders •••• 1 
Ship Owners ••••• 1 
Shoemaker ••••••• 1 
Shoe Manufactur-
er .••... ...... 1 1 
Silk Manufactur-
er ...... ...... 2 
(concluded on neA.'t page) 
Table 4. (concluded) 
Occupations 
(1) 
Silversmith ••••• 
Soldier ••••••••• 
Spinner ••••••••• 
Stenographer •••• 
Storekeeper ••••• 
Sugar Growers ••• 
Surveyors ••••••• 
Tailor •••••••••• 
Teacher ••••••••• 
Technician •••••• 
Tobacco Growers. 
Tonger •••••••••• 
Traders ••••••••• 
Trappers •••••••• 
Trimmer ••••••••• 
Type Designer ••• 
Vendors (Slipper) 
Wardens ••••••••• 
Watchmaker •••••• 
Weavers ••••••••• 
VVha.ler •••••••••• 
\Vheat Farmer •••• 
Wheatgrowers •••• 
Wholesale 
Dealer •••••••• 
Wireless 
Operator •••••• 
Woolen 
Manufacturer •• 
A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C p.. B C ~ B 
(2) C31 (4) _(2J {6) (7) (8J 
1 
1 1 1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
: t 
c 
Occupational areas emphasized in the selected textbooks.-- After 
reading Table 4 it can be seen that the majority of occupational con-
cepts which were found in the three geography textbooks being examined 
in this study were classified in the areas of Importance of the Occupa-
tion, Nature of Work, and Working Conditions. Concepts tabulated in 
these areas of occupational study deal primarily wit h descriptive 
passages telling about people actually engaged in vocational life. 
Accurate information of this type is helpful in causing students to 
become cognizant of the interdependence of occupations, the duties of 
workers, and employer-employee relationships. 
Information concerning the Farmer was recorded in all seven areas. 
Manufacturer and Ranchmen were classified in five areas of the basic 
outline. Other titles which were reported in at least four of the 
occupational areas were: Diver, Explorers, Fisherman, Miner, Pilot 
(Airplane), and Weavers. 
However, the four areas which received the least emphasis in the 
textbooY~ were: Personal Qualities Needed; Preparation Needed; Oppor-
tunity for Advancement; and Compensation. It is e.xtremely vital for 
students starting an investigation of occupations to be aware of the 
kinds of information that are classified in these areas. Young people 
need to know how to evaluate themselves in regard to physical and per-
sonality traits which are necessary for job success. While they are in 
junior high school they should know the educational requirements for 
the occupations that they might enter so that appropriate senior high 
course selections can be made. Boys and girls should realize that 
.. ~ 
• I 
remuneration and opportunity for promotion is greater within certain 
fields of work. It would be essential for teachers using the three 
selected textbooks to present additional activities which would utilize 
these four areas that received a low distribution of occupational in-
formation. 
In order to understand more fully the classification of the concepts 
11 
within the seven occupational areas suggested by Myers 1 "Outline for 
the Stuqy of an Occupation", a more specific table will be constructed 
to summarize the material tabulated in Table 4. 
2. Report of Quantitative Analysis 
Enumeration of occupational concepts.-- Table 5 presents in summary 
form the exact number of occupational concepts that appeared in each of 
the textbooks being analyzed in this study. This table reveals on a 
percentage basis the amount of information in each book that was classi-
fied according to the basic outline. As a final step in this quantita-
tive analysis, the total number of concepts and percentages for all 
three texts is included. 
1/George E. Miers, op. cit. 
Table 5. Summary of Occupational Concepts Found in Three Selected 
Geograpny Textbooks Which Were Classified by Seven 
Occupational Areas 
Totals of Individual Books Totals 
of Three 
Areas A B c Selected Books 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) {9) 
Nature of Work. 45 36.0 52 27.0 106 42.4 203 35.7 
Im.portance of 
the Occupa-
tion •• •• •.••• 34 27.0 50 25.9 73 29.2 157 27.6 
Working Condi-
tions •••••.•• 32 25 .4 58 30.1 ' 57 22.8 147 25.8 
Compensation ••• 8 6.3 10 5.1 9 3. 6 27 4.7 
Personal Quali-
ties Needed • • 4 3.1 12 6.2 4 1.6 20 3.5 
Preparation 
Needed ••••••• 1 0.7 8 4.1 1 0.4 10 1.8 
Opportunity for 
Advancement •• 2 1 .5 3 1.6 0 o.o 5 0.9 
Total •••••• 126 100 193 100 250 100 569 100 
Summary of findings.- The textbook which contained the largest 
number of occupational concepts was Book C. The 250 concepts were 
classified within six of the seven areas presented in the basic outline. 
No references were descriptive of the area Opportunity for Advancement. 
Nearly one half or 42.4 per cent of the information found in this book 
was recorded under the classification of Nature of Work. 
The area which received the most emphasis in Book B was Working 
Conditions, with 30.1 per cent of all the concepts being placed in that 
category. The distribution of information within the areas of ·. Personal 
.. _ ~J 
Qualities Needed and Preparation Needed was highest in this textbook. 
Book A revealed the lowest frequency of information. Of the 126 
concepts which were recorded, 45, or 36 per cent, were classified in 
the area of Nature of Work. On a percentage basis this book contained 
more concepts concerning Compensation than the other two books. 
The total number of occupational concepts that were found in the 
three selected textbooks be~ investigated in this study was 569. A 
classification of this information showed that the areas arranged in 
order of frequency were: Nature of Work, Importance of the Occupation, 
Working Conditions, Compensation, Personal Qualities Needed, Preparation 
Needed, and Opportunity for Advancement. 
In conclusion it may be stated that this is one method of analysis 
that can be utilized in determining the exact number of occupational 
concepts appearing in textbooks. Teachers having this type · of informa-
tion about occupations, provided it is accurate and useable, can decide 
whether the class text would be a helpful aid in imparting vocational 
concepts. 
3. Qualitative Analysis of Occupational Concepts 
Purpose of qualitative analysis.-- Although occupational titles 
are mentioned in a textbook or information appears that could be classi-
fied according to the seven areas stated in the outline by George E. y 
Myers, the teacher cannot assume that a particular text could be used 
adequately in a stuqy of occupations without taking one more step in the 
1/0p. cit. 
tJ 
analysis procedure. This important and necessary approach is known as 
a qualitative analysis. Every concept should be carefully examined for 
accuracy in presentation, clarity of thought, and suitability for grade 
level, so that pupils will obtain a realistic picture of vocational life. 
In order to show the quality of the occupational concepts that were 
recorded and classified in Tables 4 and 5, representative samples will 
be selected from the three textbooks. These sample concepts are either 
quoted directly from the books or edited by the writer for purposes o.f 
conciseness. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE OCCUPATION 
Today in the city o.f South Bend, Indiana plows are being 
manufactured by the thousands because a very able Scotch blacksmith 
happened upon a way o.f making a chilled-steel point .for a plow. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 83 
Botanists have improved the valuable .fiber plant known as 
phormium so that it produces a good imitation of flax, and as it 
can be grown much more cheaply than flax, it may become as impor-
tant a rival as it now is of hemp. 
Our World Today, p. 72 
For all its huge production of farm crops, less than 20 per 
cent of the workers of the Middle West are farmers. A hundred 
years ago the figures were almost exactly opposite. A little over 
80 per cent of the people of the Middle West were farmers; less 
than 20 per cent were in other occupations. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 83 
In 1855 a group of oystermen spread clamshells over certain 
parts of the East River bottom, near New York City, which were not 
at that time producing oysters. After large numbers of young 
oysters attached themselves to the clamshells, the oystermen 
transplanted them. This was the beginning of oyster farming, 
which is now practiced on a large scale, especially in Long Island 
Sound and in Delaware and Chesapeake bays. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 149 
We are all dependent . on the farmer; we cannot live without 
food and for this we must depend upon the man who tills the soil 
and raises the products we use as food. 
Our World Todgr, p. 519 
British farmers were the first to try to improve their live..: 
stock by the use of scientific methods. They developed some of 
the world's leading breeds of animals-Hereford, Shorthorn, Angus, 
Jerseys, Guernseys, and Ayrshires. Farmers in Argentina. and in 
the United States buy them to use for breeding, not for meat. 
Geograpgy of a l lorking World, p. 93 
Our shipbuilders did a wonderful work during the war in 
launching an average of at least one new vessel each day. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 197 
Formerly, every little community had its local cobbler who 
.made shoes to order by hand; now, nearly all boots and shoes are 
made in factories. 
Our World Today;, p. 622 
The difference in the percentage of successful trials in 
striking for oil is due to the work of scientists. They have 
found out much more about where to look for oil, and they have 
invented new instruments for exploring. 
Geograpgy of a Working Vlorld, p. 174 
Thousands of engineers and civilians from both the United 
States and Canada cut their ~ through a dense forest growth, 
bridged many rivers, and overcame steep mountain grades in order 
to make this rolA.dbed of the Alaska Highway 1 the first overland 
connection between the United States and Alaska. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 238 
The climate and soil of Puerto Rico produce a fine grade of 
tobacco, but the industry did not flourish until American cigar 
manufacturers took charge of establishing factories where cigars 
and other forms of tobacco could be .made in a sanitary manner, 
and securing a market through advertising. 
OUr World Today, p. 662 
The people whose work really counts use their minds as well 
as their hands. They are the inventors-the ones who make tech-
nological progress possible, who raise the world's standard of 
living, who give people more goods to use, better health, and a 
greater opportunity to enjqy their lives. 
GeographY of a Working World, p. 347 
NATURE OF WORK 
• ( t 
To solve their special problem of warming the air in orchards 
and groves and thus prevent frosts the fruitgrowers light many 
small fires in heaters when the frosts are expected. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 93 
A few hardy explorers, determined to learn more about this 
land, have gone right into its midst, mingled with the Eskimos 
year after year, lived and dressed as the Eskimos do, hunting and 
fishing for food and for the skins with which to clothe themselves. 
Our World Today, p. 41 
Tending cattle is probably less romantic than it used to be, 
but cowbgys do still ride the range and round up the cattle for 
branding in the spring and for sale in the fall. 
Geography' of a Working World, p. 100 
In the northeastern quarter of the United States the farmers 
find it necessary to keep their stock under shelter during the 
winter months and to feed them with forage crops raised in the 
summer. They have built great barns for storing h~, and silos 
for preserving ensilage for winter feed. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 106 
During the summer season the shepherds take their flocks of 
sheep and goats higher up among the motmtains, where rainfall 
makes the grass grow and the springs do not dry up. As they can-
not make enough money from their flocks to support themselves, 
the men engage in various trades making sieves, saws, spoons, 
and other household utensils. 
Our World Todgr, p. 199 
The principle tool of a glass blower is a long tube or pipe. 
He melts a batch of glass in a kind of pot called a crucible. 
Into this he dips the end of his pipe and picks up a blob of 
glass. Then he blows. By blowing while he whirls, twists, jerks 
and waves the pipe, he can make the glass take any form he wants. 
He uses rods to draw parts of it out, and shears to snip off 
extra bits or smooth the edges. 
GeographY of a Working World, p. 243 
Near the beginning of the rainy season the ranchmen burn over 
the grasslands so that the cattle may feed on the new grass that 
comes up soon after the rainy season begins. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 115 
Miners, working in the salt mines of Rumania, cut out blocks 
of rock salt and load them onto carts just as they might do with 
soft coal. 
Our World Today, p. 365 
The watchmaker works on a little plaster block with a hollow 
in the top that fits the works of the style of watch he is making. 
He works with a magnifying glass fastened to his eye, and some of 
his tools are too small even to be toy tools. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 261 
The modern schooners carry wireless outfits and each d~ the 
captains send reports of their location, their catch of fish, and 
their plans for returning to their home ports. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 145 
The fire spotter, when smoke is seen, spots it through the 
fire finder, finds the exact location on the chart of that instru-
ment, and then telephones to the foresters who do the fire fighting 
in that section. 
Our World Today, p. 573 
In addition to a few power tools, furniture makers use hand-
saws, planes, and knives. They shape each part to fit and build 
a piece of furniture by hand. They smooth the surfaces by long 
rubbing with sandpaper. They paint or varnish or wax the pieces 
by hand and spend hours polishing them by hand. If the furniture 
is upholstered, they cut the fabric and put it on by hand. 
Geograph.y of a Working 'i'iorld, p. 261 
WORKING CONDITIONS 
Prospectors pan for gold in the sand and gravel of the stream. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 41 
Glacier National Park is famous for its many glaciers, sharp 
peaks, precipices, enormous deep valleys, rushing streams, and 
hundreds of lakes; here the geologist has a splendid opportunity 
to study the effect of glaciation in mountainous regions. 
Our World Today, p. 677 
Since the miners work underground, air is pumped down · so 
that they will have fresh air to breathe. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 160 
If the ranchmen wish to use the national forests for grazing, 
they must p~ a small fee for each head of cattle. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 111 
In Canada, today, the Indian hunters who are searching for 
furs go hundreds of miles from the permanent settlements pene-
trating far into the woods, following the streams, and remaining 
there for months at a time. 
Our World Today, p. 36 
Our farmer riding his cultivator across the cornfield 
probably belongs to one or more associations of farmers. He may 
belong to a cooperative society. All the farmers who are members 
sell their products together and buy their seed and fertilizer 
together. In this way they get more favorable prices, both 
buying and selling. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 87 
The oyster farmer must plant his a.yster bed not too near the 
mouths of rivers where the water is too fresh or where river or 
shore currents deposit large quanti ties of mud, for in such places 
the mud may bury the entire crop of oysters. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 149 
Cooperative societies in Denmark take care of nearly all the 
busi ness relations of the farmer--they purchase what he produces, 
sell it, and return to him his share of the profits. They also 
buy for him the agricultural machinery and whatever else he may 
need. 
Our World Today, p. 157 
A farmer may make a contract agreeing to grow a certain num-
ber of acres of tomatoes and sell his whole crop to the canning 
factory. The contract may require the farmer to grow a certain 
variety of tomatoes and give them the care necessary to meet 
definite standards of quality. 
Geography of a Working v'forld, p. 315 
Airplane pilots without defrosters must take great care not 
to stay long in a layer of air where ice forms on the wings of 
their planes. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 274 
In China l abor unions have been organized and strikes have 
occurred because the laborers here want what the.y rightly deserve 
in every country-reasonable working hours, living wages, recrea-
tional and housing facilities, and protection against sickness 
and accidents. 
Our World Today, p. 406 
Fallers still swing gracefully back and forth pulling the saw 
through the trunk of a tall tree. However, in many forests fel ling 
has been mechanized and the men use a power saw operated by a gas-
oline engine or small portable electric generator. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 122 
PERSONAL QUALITIES NEEDED 
During the early days on the range the work of the cowboys 
was exciting and dangerous; they had to be the strongest and most 
daring of horsemen. 
The United St ates in the Western World, p. 106 
Since it requires not only quick thinking but strength to 
handle a boat in times of danger, it is small wonder that strength 
and daringness are notable traits of Norwegian sai lors. 
Our World Todgr, p. 138 
A diver's life is danger ous; sharks swim around him as he 
walks along the bottom; there i s al ways the danger of falling into 
a spot that is too deep. of tearing his diving suit, of twisting 
or breaking the hose that brings him air; there is also the danger 
of the bends- thus the divers are proud men-proud of their courage 
and their skill--and they are much admired by their associates. 
GeograPhy of a Working World, p. 39 
The weavers work the patterns f r om memory or make original 
designs with nothing but their artistic sense to guide them. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 112 
The artist works with infinite patience and care. 
Our World Today, p. 261 
Since only experts can t ell the quality of the meat by 
appearance, graders are among the most highly skilled employees 
of the packing company. 
Geograpgy of a Working World, p. 216 
Postmen must be prompt in delivering mail to houses and 
business offices. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 250 
Cotton pickers must be skillful workers for ~hey must use good 
judgment and select only those bolls which are fully ripe. 
Our Vlorld Today, p. 553 
The success of the mill depends upon the head sawyer's good 
judgment. He must get the most lumber possible out of the log. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 234 
The American and Philippine soldiers displa~ed courage in 
their long defense against the far superior numbers of Japanese 
invaders. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 281 
In doing the same thing over and over, machine operators 
become skillful and speedy in their work. 
Our World Todgr, p. 588 
A good g1ass blower has not o~ great sld.ll, but also lung 
power. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 243 
PREPARATION NEEDED 
During the war some of the largest training camps for aviators 
were near Calgary; here the weather is very clear and dry most of 
the ~ear and therefore visibilit~ is usually excellent. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 238 
In the model mine beneath the Mining School at Bestwood 
Colliery, Nottinghamshire, England young miners attend special 
classes to gain a thorough scientific knowledge of mining. 
Our World Today, p. 17 
Until the .middle of the past century the Danish farmers knew 
nothing about scientific agriculture, but one of their leading 
churchmen, established people's high schools where courses in 
agriculture and cultural subjects are available. 
Our World Today, p. 153 
By education and by training the farmers in better methods, 
the Russian government plans for greatly increased production of 
farm crops and animals. 
. Our World Today, p. 327 
Normal schools in Argentina train teachers in modern methods. 
Our World Today, p. 442 
These young farmers are being taught how to judge seed corn 
by a county demonstration agent sent out by the University of 
Tennessee. This is one of the ways in which young people learn to 
be better farmers and produce better farm products. 
Our World Today, p. 526 
If some of the boys and girls who read this book become 
foreign consuls or commercial agents in other countries they will 
have to learn very much more about geography, for there is no 
other subject so closely related to our vast domestic and foreign 
commerce. 
Our World TodgY, p. 643 
Denmark has many agricultural schools to educate young people 
who will become farmers. 
Geograpgy of a Working World, p. 105 
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT 
Maqy of our farmers have been very successful in increasing 
the production per acre on their lands by practicing more intensive 
cultivation, by using greater quantities of fertilizers, and by 
taking advantage of scientific discoveries. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 94 
Under the leadership of the Danish Health Society the soil is 
being built up so that the Danish farmer is able to pass along his 
farm to his children with the soil more fertile than when he re-
ceived it. 
Our World Todgy, p. 153 
In the early days the livestock of Uruguay were not high grade 
animals, but, little by little, the ranchmen improved their stock 
by importing better breeds of cattle and sheep. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 117 
Many Mexican laborers come to the United States to work in 
the railroad camps and sugar beet fields. They come to share in 
our higher standard of living and in our educational opportunities. 
Our World Today, p. 497 
Manufacturers have always stood ready to 11scrap 11 their old 
machinery and install the new, trusting to the greater efficiency 
of the new machines to make up for their losses. 
Our World Today, p. 589 
COMPENSATION 
To this trading post on the new Alaska Highway trappers bring 
their winter's catch of furs and trade them for blankets, shoes, 
food,. and other supplies. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 47 
I. 
Fur farming has become a profitable business in Canada; f oxes 
raised for breeding purposes are each worth about $1000 to the fur 
farmer. 
Our World Today, p. 38 
Sometimes a diver finds a pearl of fabulous beauty and value, 
but he may examine a hundred oyst ers to find one that has any worth 
at all. In the shells he has a sur e source of income for the oyster 
shells are made into buttons and ornaments. 
Geography of a V'lorking Vlorld, p. 40 
The farmers who engage in extensi ve type of farming find their 
work much easier thari those who work intensively, and they produce 
much more wealth. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 86 
Before it is accepted by the cooperative society for export 
to another country, each egg must be stamped with the date on which 
it is laid, the number of the farmer who sells it and the number of 
the cooperative society to which he belongs. If the egg proves to 
be bad, it is traced back to the producer and he is fined. This 
forces the farmers to be careful. But it p~s, for the,y receive 
higher prices for their product. 
Our World Todgy, p. 156 
Most Chinese farmers manage to raise a little something to 
sell. They have an orange or fig t ree or a little sugar cane. 
They well the silk their silkworms spin. They must have a little 
money, but they have very little. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 75 
The Corn Belt farmers who keep cattle or hogs or both sell 
the live animals and the live animals bring in more .money t han t he 
corn would. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 88 
The Chinese are skillful workers of metal, expert carvers of 
ivorr and amber, and good weavers of cloth, but they work for ab-
surdly low wages. The brass "cash", the most common coin in China, 
is worth a twentieth of a cent; but it is still too large for some 
transactions, so pieces of bamboo are used in some provinces for 
half a "cash". 
Our World Today, p. 404 
In Asia today next to grain, olives are the most important 
crop. The villagers give the owner of the press part of the oil 
as pay. 
GeographY of a Working World, p. 72 
Ranchmen who live in or near the forests are allowed to have 
a certain amount of timber free of charge. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 129 
As the laborer's wages have increased, his wants have in-
creased; this raising of the standard of living we call pro_gress. 
Our World Todgr, p. 626 
If there was an early frost, too much or too little rain, 
the farmer would get very little money. If the year was especially 
good for cotton the farmer still might get very little money as the 
price of cotton would be low because so much would be available. 
Geograppy of a Working World, p. 89 
SummaEY of quoted occupational concepts.-- After undertaking both 
the quantitative and qualitative analysis it can be seen that all three 
textbooks presented a variety of concepts covering the area of Importance 
of the Occupation. The quotations concerning the Oystermen and Cobbler 
show how authors can give a brief history of the occupation. The example 
from Book C about the Farmer is illustrative of the vocational principle 
that the number of people engaged in occupations often will change over 
the period of years. The remaining samples point out the contributions 
which have been made to society by the Blacksmith, Botanists, Farmer, 
Shipbuilders, Scientist, Engineers, Manufacturers, and Inventors. 
Information classified under Nature of Work explained the duties 
performed by the workers. Book C, GeographY of a Working World, con-
tained excellent descriptive passages about that area of occupational 
study. The concepts about the Watchmaker, Glass Blower, and Furniture 
Makers were selected to emphasize that point. The other texts under 
investigation, The United States in the Western World and Our World Todgy, 
also revealed worthwhile material which would enable pupils to better 
understand the varied duties required in different occupations. 
The three geography textbooks denoted in several instances the 
exact working location--Prospectors panning for gold in streams, 
Geologists studying in Glacier National Park, Miners working under-
ground, and Rancbmen using the national forests. Information of this 
type answered the basic outline question, "Is the work indoors or out-
doors?" and was placed under the appropriate heading, Working Conditions. 
It was stimulating to find mention made of cooperative societies and 
labor unions. Alert teachers should take advantage of these references 
so that students will realize the role that organizations play in the 
lives of workers. 
The occupational concepts dealing with the area of Personal Qualities 
Needed describe not only the physical aspects in demand for certain oc-
cupations, but include statements which show that workers must be con-
scientious, observant, and courageous •. 
Understanding educational and training requirements of occupations 
is an important phase of any vocatit>nal study. It was foWld that among 
the three texts only ten concepts covered this area of Preparation Needed. 
Although six of the references explained where the special training could 
be obtained, it definitely proved that more specific information on this 
topic would have to be presented by the teacher. 
The occupational area which received the least emphasis in the 
selected textbooks was Opportunity for Advancement. All the concepts, 
five in nwnber, were quoted to show that two of the authors did include 
material that could be tabulated in this category. All three geography 
books neglected to tell how one might enter an occupation or mention 
related occupations in which one might seek advancement. 
Of the 27 concepts classified in the seventh section of the basic 
outline, Compensation, only the examples about the Fur Farmer and the 
Chinese Metal Worker, Ivory Carver, Amber Carver, and Weaver contained 
specific references to the exact earning power of workers. The other 
quotations presented ideas about remuneration in vague terms-- ttmore 
wealthtt, 11higher prices", 11little money11 , or ''increased wages 11 • 
In summary, it ~ be stated that the quoted concepts were selected 
in order to reveal the quality of material written about as many different 
occupations as possible. After examining these representative samples, 
it can be observed that the geography books being a.na:cy-zed in this study 
presented accurate and useful information in the areas of Importance of 
the Occupation, Nature of Work, and Working Conditions. If a study of 
occupations is to be undertaken by teachers using these books, additional 
activities would have to be introduced concerning the other four areas 
utilized in the basic outline. 
CHAPTER V 
APPRAISAL OF THE OCCUPATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 
OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND PUPIL ACTIVITY SUIDESTIONS 
1 • .Analysis of Photographs 
Selecting photographs.- Many times pupil experiences can be sup-
. . 
plemented by photographs which provide simple and authoritative informa-
tion. Therefore, it seemed desirable to include an evaluation of the 
occupational information which could be derived from .~he; photographs in 
the selected textbooks. . , 
It was decided to analyze photographs which would'· reveal the 
following types of information: (1) Tools and Equipment. Used in Training; 
'; . 
1 ' (2) Tools and Equipment Used on the Job; (3) Dress and Accessories of 
Workers; and (4) Environment in Which Work is Done. 
After a preliminary investigation was made of the photographs in 
the three selected geography textbooks, it was decided to take one 
further step in the delimitation. In order to be included in the 
analysis, each picture must contain at least one worker who could be 
clearly identified by the pupils. This was necessary, as often the 
worker appeared almost as a blur in the background and thus presented 
questionable occupational connotation. 
Even this delimitation had its disadvantage. Because a worker was 
not present, many excellent photographs had to be unclassified which 
,_ . 
. ; ,_ 
depicted the environment where the work was done, e.g., lumbermills , 
wharves, factories, oil refineries, and farmlands. It was felt t hat 
in class discussions the teacher could make use of these photographs 
and that their omission in this study would not affect the total 
pictorial evaluation. 
Method used in recording data.-- Fer tabulating the occupational 
information contained in the photographs of the selected textbooks, it 
was found expedient to use a card such as shown in Figure 2. 
Text Tools and Tools and Dress and Environment 
Equipment Equipment and Accessories in Which 
Page Used in Used on of Workers Work is Done 
Training the Job 
A-41 X X X 
A-56 X X 
A-60 X X 
A-64 X X 
A-66 X X X 
A- 76 X X 
Figure 2. Kinds of Information Relating: to Work and Workers in 
Photographs Found in the Textbooks of the Study 
.. 
After all the photographs in the t extbooks were examined and the 
appropriate information recorded on cards, Table 6 was constructed. 
r: 
Table 6. Frequency of Information Relating to Work and Workers 
Depicted in the Photographs Found in Textbooks of the Study 
Total Nwnb.er of Photographs 
Occupational and Pictorial Frequencies 
Information Relating to Work and Workers Totals Depicted in A B c Photographs 
28S 9S6 183 
(1) (2) CD (li.)_ (5) 
Dress and Accessories 
of Workers •••••••••••••• 57 lOS 75 240 
Tools and Equipment 
Used on the Job ••••••••• 57 96 76 229 
Environment in Which 
Work is Done •••••••••••• 61 98 60 219 
Tool and Equipment 
Used in Training •••••••• 1 1 2 
Totals ••••••• 175 303 212 690 
Interpretation of Table 6.-- The analysis of the photographs in 
the selected textbooks revealed 690 occupational references. Of the 
690 references made, 240 refer to Dress and Accessories of the Workers; 
229 refer to Tools and Equipment Used on the Job; 219 refer to Environ-
ment in Vihich the Work is Done; and only two references showed Tools 
and Equipment Used in Training. 
The 28S photographs in Book A contained 175 vocational references. 
These references were evenlY distributed among three of the four 
selected areas of occupational study. The 303 occupational concepts 
found in the 986 photographs in Book B showed a slight emphasis within 
the area of Dress and Accessories of ~orkers. The 1S3 photographs in 
Book C revealed 212 occupational references. The number of concepts 
1. 
depicting Tools and Equipment Used on the Job and Dress and Accessories 
of Workers was closely related in Book C. The area which had the least 
representation in all three textbooks was Tools and Equipment Used in 
Training. Only two photographs in the entire study, one in Book B and 
one in Book C, illustrated that type of vocational activity. It was 
found that all the photographs which contained occupational information 
revealed at least two of the four selected vocational concepts. 
The investigation of the photographs appearing in the three selected 
geography textbooks has shown that many aspects of vocational life are 
clearly and accurately illustrated. Therefore, it would seem advan-
tageous for teachers to thoroughly explore the possibilities of using 
this type of visual aid in their classwork. 
Value of using photographs in imparting occupational information.--
In creating understandings about the world of work it would be ideal 
to have the necessary facilities at hand for observing as many workers 
as possible in their place of employment. B.y having the privilege of 
ta] king to the worker, examining his equipment, and learning about his 
duties, pupils become better acquainted with the nwnerous phases of 
vocational activity. However, in some schools one or two field trips 
a year is all that can be arranged. Many students who live in com-
munities where the industries are non-diversified would be limited in 
their occupational observations. Therefore, the resourceful teacher 
should be ever ready to utilize not only the photographs appearing in 
the textbook, but the limitless visual material that is present in 
newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and posters. 
Although photographs are a secondary source of reference, they 
serve as a valuable aid in presenting occupational concepts if the re-
vealed infor.mation is simple and accurate. The picture titles and 
captions should not be neglected either, as useable facts can be 
derived from. them. If the photographs clearly show the worker, his 
dress, tools, or working environment, pupil experiences can be greatly 
enriched. 
Young people living in a .mining area would be familiar with the 
many occupations in the .mining industry. However, by seeing pictures 
of machine operators, nurses, bookkeepers, scientists, or forest rangers 
their vocational horizons become broader. On the other hand, students 
living in an industrial community often fail to realize that IIlBl1Y workers 
are constantly striving to make life more enjoyable for others. Photo-
graphs of railroad conductors, salesclerks, telephone linemen, laboratory 
technicians, elevator operators, or dentists can stir up this air of 
complacency and cause an awareness of the interdependency of workers. 
In Book A excellent pictorial coverage is made showing farmers 
using tractors, cotton pickers, threshing machines, and cultivators; 
fishermen at work with their boats and equipment; and factory employees 
at their job in a textile mill, shoe factory, and tannery. There was a 
concentration of photographs depicting the environment where the work 
is done. These pictures of railroad yards, loading areas at wharves, 
a saw mill, fish hatchery, cold storage plant, and cannery could be 
used in explaining wny there is a concentration of workers in "certain 
localities. 
I 
.\ '/ 
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The authors of Book B, Our World Today, state in the foreword 
that one objective in the textbook is to develop an appreciation of 
strild.ng and beautiful scenery. Therefore, the photographs on the most 
part show mountains, lakes, forests, seashores, and public buildings. 
The photographs which are applicable to this study do reveal good in-
formation about vocational life. Pictures of assembly line:1forkers, 
forestry helpers, and people engaged in the agricultural, fishing, or, 
mining industry predominate. 
Book C, Geograppy of a Working World, offered the most complete 
coverage of occupational information through the use of photographs. 
Many pictures showed the usual occupations that are stressed in geography 
books-farmer, fisherman, miner, and factory worker. However, the authors 
do include pictures of workers that did not appear in the other textbooks 
in the study. Some of these are: watchmaker, glass blower,. meat cutter, 
scientist, secretary, executive, and foundry employees. The tools and 
machinery that are used by the workers are so vividly shown that problems 
concerning poor identification are avoided. That is an additional reason 
why the photographs in Book C would serve as valuable teaching aids. 
Although photographs do appear in the textbook or are placed in 
exhibits around the classroom, it should not be assumed that they will 
be observed by the pupils. Before using this type of 'visual aid, the 
teacher has the responsibility of becoming skillful in interpreting 
photographs and in planning definite student activities. 
1/De Forest Stull and Roy w. Hatch, Our World Today, Allyn and Bacon, 
Boston, 1951, p. iv. 
c:: 
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2. Ana.l.ysis of Pupil Activity Suggestions 
Investigating pupil activity suggestions.-- In order to discover 
the types of occupational information found in the three selected 
geography textbooks, the writer made the following analyses: (1) the 
occupational titles were classified according to major occupational 
groupings; (2) the occupational concepts were recorded and judged 
according to a basic outline; and (3) the photographs which contained 
occupational references were examined according to prescribed criteria. 
As a final .step in the analysis procedure, it has been decided to in-
vestigate the possibility of utilizing the pupil activity suggesti ons 
in imparting occupational information. 
Pupil activity suggestions can aid materially in stimulating the 
total learning process provided that they do not fall into the classifi-
cation of the direct question and answer type where the o~ effort re-
quired of pupils is the turning back of a few pages to find the correct 
answer. This is more a description of the era when the textbook was 
used as the supreme teaching tool. Today, educators realize that pupil 
initiative can be enhanced by the introduction of varied activities 
which provide for individual differences and transfer the learning 
situation into meaningful, everyday experiences. Modern textbook 
writers have become aware of this trend and ma.ny times present activity 
suggestions which not only utilize the resources of the local community, 
but also help the pupils to develop their critical thinking powers. 
With this view in mind, it seemed worthwhile to investigate the 
pupil activity suggestions appearing in the selected textbooks to see 
.r:: ( 
if they would be beneficial in imparting occupational concepts. For 
the purposes of this study, the anal.ysis will be limited to those 
activity suggestions which can be classified in the following areas: 
(1) Stuqy of Workers; (2) Interviews with Workers; (3) Visits to In-
dustries; (4) Exhibits; and (5} Miscellaneous. It was decided to 
include the miscellaneous classification so that any suggestions not 
falling into the other four · categories would be tabulated. 
Procedure used in recording .pupil activity suggestions~-- In t~bu-
lating the occupational information found in the pupil activity sugges-
tions a card such as shovm in Figure 3 was used. 
Text Study Interviews Visits Miscel-
and of With to Exhibits laneous 
Page Workers Workers Industries 
C-51 X 
C-51 X 
C-52 X X 
C-113 
C-113 X 
C-113 X 
Figure 3. Kinds of Information Relating to Work and Workers Contained 
in Pupil Activity Suggestions Found in the Textbooks of the 
Study 
In order to reveal in as concise manner as possible the infor.mation 
recorded on the cards, it was considered necessary to present Table 7. 
.. 0 
Table 7. Frequency of Information Relating to Work and Workers Contained 
in the Pupil Activity Suggestions Found in the Textbooks of the 
Study 
Occupational 
Total Number of Pupil Activity 
Suggestions and Frequencies 
Information Relating to Work and Workers Totals Contained in 
Pupil Activity A B c 
Suggestions 161 179 110 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) _(41 (5) 
Study of Workers •••••• 15 30 26 71 
Visits to Industries •• 3 2 6 11 
Interviews With 
Workers ••••••••••••• 8 8 
EJcllibits . .••........ . . 2 2 4 
Miscellaneous ••••••••• 2 2 
Totals ••••••••• 20 32 44 96 
Comments on pupil activity suggestions found in the selected text-
books.-- After carefully reading all the pupil activity suggestions 
contained in the selected textbooks, it was found that a total of 96 
activities reveals occupational information. Of the 96 activities 
which could be classified according to the established criteria, 71 
refer to Study of Workers; 11 to Visits to Industries; eight to Inter-
views With Workers; four to Exhibits; and only two activities could be 
recorded in the Miscellaneous category. 
The 161 pupil activity suggestions tabulated in Book A revealed 
20 occupational concepts which were classified as follows: (1} Study 
of Workers--15; (2) Visits to Industries--3; and (3) Exhibits--2. 
Thirty-two vocational references were found among the 179 activity 
exercises recorded in Book B. Of this nUJllber, thirty exercises suggested 
information concerning Stuqy of Workers, and two exercises suggested 
Visits to Industries. The textbook which contained the largest number 
of pupil activity suggestions was Book C. Forty-four of the llO exercises 
revealed vocational information. This was the only text which contained 
activities that could be classified in all five categories. Study of 
Workers was the area which received the highest frequency in all the 
textbooks. 
The analysis of the pupil activity s uggestions included in t he three 
selected geography textbooks readily shows that the authors' primary ob-
jective is to present activities which develop geographical understandings. 
The following activities will illustrate that point: 
Find out and explain to the class why lands in the interior 
of the continents, and at some distance from large bodies of water , 
are colder in winter and warmer in summer than lands in simil ar 
latitudes near the coast. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 70 
Holland has long been noted f or the bleaching of cot ton and 
linen goods. How does the land and the climate favor this 
industry'? 
Our World Tod~y, p. 237 
Long after . the Suez Canal was dug, sailing ships carri ed 
huge quantities of wheat from Australia to England after each 
harvest. The grain ships made faster time by taking the longer 
route eastward around South America. V~? 
Ge.ographY of a Working World , p. 238 
When our government began to set aside large tracts of land 
as national forests, people who were opposed to the idea said that 
the valuable resources in these forests would be 11locked up" and 
no one would be able to use them. Has this proved true? Give as 
many facts as you can to support your answer. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 131 
Taking l~icaragua as an example, f .ind answers to the following 
questions on the countries of Central America: 
(a) How does the rainfall of the eastern sections differ from 
that of the western sections? 
(b) From what direction do the prevailing winds blow? 
(c) What are the chief foods of the people? 
(d) What are the leading commodities produced for export? 
(e) What appear to you to be the greatest needs of the people? 
Our World Today, p. 496 
If you live on a farm, and if the farm has a wood lot, make a 
careful study of the timber. If you have an opportunity to carry 
out this project and would enjoy it, you might very well use all 
your workshop time for it. Perhaps you would like to ask some of 
your classmates to help you. At the end of the study, prepare a 
report for the class. 
Here are some of the things you might do. 
1. Make a map of the farm, showing the wood lot. 
2. List the varieties of trees and estimate the number of 
each. 
3. Find out whether there are young trees growing well. If 
so, do they represent all varieties? If there are a few 
young trees, try to find out why there are so few. What 
can you do about it? 
4. Are the trees the best varieties for your region? If you 
think other varieties should be added, could you get seeds 
or y:oung trees and plant them? 
5. With chalk or paint, mark the .trees that you think should 
be cut first. 
6. Make plans for the use of the wood lot so that you will be 
able to get the highest possible sustained yield. Consider 
whether you want firewood, logs for lumber, posts, or any 
other products. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 141 
Although the investigation of the pupil activity suggestions found 
in the three selected geograpey textbooks revealed a comparatively low 
quantity of activities relating to vocational concepts, the quality was 
high. Therefore, sample activities will be presented which could easily 
be utilized by the geography teacher in imparting occupational informa-
tion. 
STUDY OF WORKERS 
A report to make. If your state is among those in which 
there are areas where ten per cent or more of the population is 
made up of foreign-born white people, find out all you can about 
their nationalities and the kinds of work which have attracted 
them to your state. Make a report on this s·ubject to your class. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 47 
What occupations would be necessary to furnish the raw 
materials used in manufacturing the following articles, which 
are typical of Canadian industry? 
(1) Packed meat 
(2) Flour 
( 3) Pulp and paper 
(4) Lumber, lath, and shingles 
(5) Butter and cheese 
(6) Iron and steel goods 
Our World Today, p. 39 
If any commercial hunting and trapping is done in your 
community, you certainly want to know about it and have it in 
your records .•.. 
1. Find out if you can: (a) how m.any commercial hunters and 
trappers there are in your county; (b) what animals they 
hunt and trap; (c) where they sell the skins and how much 
they get for them; (d) whether this is a full-time or a 
spare-time job. 
2. Are there any fur farmers near your home? If so, what 
a.ni.Jnals do they raise? 
Geograph,y of a Working World, p. 51 
Giving reasons. Complete each of the following sentences by 
giving reasons: 
4. Fishermen from many different countries come to the banks 
bordering the northeastern coast of North America because--?--. 
8. Maey oystermen are called "oyster farmers" because-?-. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 150 
What changes were made in the lives of the Estonian farmers 
in a little over a century? 
Our World Today, p. 312 
By the end of your farm study, you should know enough about 
farming to talk about it intelligently, even with farmers. Turn 
your class into an association of farmers and discuss the crops, 
techniques, and problems of farmers in your region. 
Geograp.hy of a World.ng World, p. 113 
Summing up transportation benefits. 1. Give reasons to prove 
that steady improvement in means of transportation has pl~ed a 
large part in the development and prosperity of each of the coun-
tries of the Americas • In .making this SWlliJl8.l"Y explain how modern 
means of transportation benefit the people engaged in each of the 
following kinds of work: 
farming 
lumbering 
mining 
commercial fishing 
manufacturing 
merchandizing 
The United States in the Western World, p. 249 
A Japanese authority- in speald.ng of his country said that it 
must develop industries which require knowledge and skill on the 
part of the workers rather than large quantities of raw material. 
Can you give any reasons which indicate that this is correct? 
Our World Today, p. 425 
In every community there are workers whose jobs have something 
to do with minerals. You can find at least a few of them in your 
own community. There may be no miners, quarrymen, or oil workers, 
but perhaps there are offices of mining companies or oil companies. 
Your community may have a smelter or an oil refinery. If it has 
none of these, it may have factories that use minerals as raw 
materials. It surely has gasoline stations, coal dealers 1 and 
masons. 
See how ma.r:w you can find in your community. They will not 
call themselves mineral workers. Some work in factories. Some are 
in the building industries. Some buy and sell mineral products. 
Try to classify them according to the groupings in the occupational 
graphs on page 380. 
Geograpqr of a Working World, p. 180 
In this book find proof that some of the statements below are 
true and that others are false. 
1. On the whole, countries that have a high percentage of 
workers in manufacturing also have a high percentage in 
trade. 
2. In general, the more densely populated a country is, the 
higher the percentage of workers in trade. 
3. The most densely populated sections of the United States 
have the highest percentage of workers in trade. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 328 
... 
INTERVIEWS WITH WORKERS 
How much do you know about the work your father does? Did 
you ever ask him to tell you about it? Ask him to tell you the 
purpose of his job, what useful result his work accomplishes. 
Find out what skills he .must have and what he needs to know in 
order to do his work well. other members of your family may work, 
too. Your n_,ighbors work, and your parents 1 friends. Ask them 
to tell you about their work. 
Geograp})y of a Working World, p. 21 
If commercial fishing is one of the industries of your com-
munity, you will, of course, make a special study' of it. If you 
have a chance to talk to fishermen, ask thent exactly how they do 
their work, what kind of fish they catch, and how they prepare 
them for market. Examine their boats and gear. Find out what 
names they use for their equipment. Learn what their problems 
are. Ask them why they decided to become fishermen, what they 
like about their work, and what they do not like.; 
Geography of a Y/orking World, p.. 51 
Even in a community that has no mineral resources, you can 
learn about mineral products by talking to people who work with 
them. Probably every member of your class knows someone whose work 
has to do with earth .materials. 
A coal dealer can tell you about the different grades of coal 
and how each grade is used. 
A gas-station ow.ner or attendant can tell you about the gasoline 
or oil he sells. 
A stone cutter can give you samples of different ldnds of stone 
and tell you how he cuts stone. 
A bricklayer or .mason or a building contractor can tell you 
about different kinds of brick and their uses, about building stone, 
and about other earth materials that may,.. go into building--plaster, 
mortar, roofing materials, asbestos insulation, etc. 
Get into the habit of talking to workers about the work they 
do. The workers themselves can tell you far more than there is 
room to tell in this book. 
Geograppy of a Working World, p. 180 
Do you know aqy storekeepers? If you do, ask them to tell 
you about their business. What do they sell? About how .many dif-
ferent items do they carry in stock? How do theY' know when to order 
more? How do they get new stock? Where does it come from, and how 
is it delivered? AQY storekeeper can tell you more about retail 
trading than this book has had space to tell you. 
Geograp& of a Working World, p. 326 
VISITS TO INDUSTRIES 
If there is a fish hatchery near your home, visit it and 
tell your classmates what you see there. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 153 
Are sugar beets grown in your community? If so, you can 
make a direct study of this industry. If not, turn to your 
reference books to learn how it is carried on and to understand 
how it is conducted in Ger.maqy and other European countries. 
Our World Today, p. 248 
If you live in a lumbering community, you will probably want 
to spend quite a little time studying the local industry. Your 
study will include kinds of timber, lumbering methods, preparation 
of the lumber for sale, transportation, and markets. Do you think 
good conservation practices are being carried out? What improve-
ments in these practices would you suggest? 
Geography of a Working World, p. 141 
If there is a mine near your home, try to get permission to 
visit it. Make a report to the rest of the class on what you see 
there. If you can, obtain a ma.p or plan of the mine, it will make 
your report more interesting. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 158 
In the section on telephones, nothing was said about how 
telephones are connected----about how you get the number you call. 
The best way to learn about that is to see how it is done. Every 
commu.n:ity has a telephone exchange. Your class can probably get 
permission to visit your local telephone exchange. There someone 
can show you how connections are made for local and long-distance 
calls. 
You can probably arrange to visit the telegraph office to see 
how messages are sent and received, the newspaper office to learn 
how papers get their news, and the post office to see how letters 
are sorted. If your town has a broadcasting station, you would 
surely like to see a broadcast. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 298 
EXHIBITS 
Class project. B.1 co-operative work collect and mount pictures 
of farming implements and machines used in this country. Print a 
legend under each picture telling the purpose for which the machine 
or implement is used and how it saves time for the farmer. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 87 
(I 
In planning your school garden, you had to find out what 
crops are raised in and around your community. You might like 
to make an exhibit of the crops of your region. When you label 
your exhibits, indicate on each label whether the crop is grawn 
by ~ farmers or only a few. 
Geography of a Working World, p. 113 
Co.rnmi.ttee work. 2. Make a collection of pictures illustrating 
the mining, transportation, and uses of coal. Mount and label 
the pictures for exhibition. 
The United States in the Western World, p. 167 
Vntlle you were learning about the world through your community, 
you learned many things about the community itself. Wouldn't you 
like to tell your neighbors how much you know about their work? 
Perhaps you could arrange an exhibit for the end of your study of 
the working world. Invite the people of your coJTllllUllity to see it. 
In planning your exhibit, think about what will be most in-
teresting to the people of your community. They are most likely 
to be interested in things related to their own work and their own 
everyday living. Here are a few suggestions for things you might 
do. i¥hen you begin to plan, you will think of others. 
1. Cop,r on large sheets of paper some of the occupation graphs 
in the Atlas Section at the back of this book. At least 
one of them should include your community. 
6. Arrange an exhibit of photographs of people at work in your 
community. 
7. If any of you has a moving picture camera, take movies of 
people at work and show the pictures to your guests. 
9. Post a list of the industries and the kinds of work done 
in your collliilWli.ty. Even grown people who are workers 
themselves will be surprised at the number of different 
kinds of work. 
10. Have someone stationed at each exhibit to tell your guests 
about it and answer any questions they may wish to ask. 
Geograpgy of a Working World, p. 348 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Most boys and girls think a great deal about the work they 
would like to do when they grow up. What would you like to do? 
Ask yourself the following questions: 
1. If I chose this kind of work, jUJt whs.t would I be doing 
all day? 
2. What knowledge and skills would I need? 
3. Do I know enough about this kind of work to be sure I 
would like it? 
4. What can I be .learning novr to prepare .uzy-self for the work 
I want to do? 
5. Would my work be of any real use to the world? 
GeograPhy of a Working World, p. 21 
In reading about the world's work and workers, have you found 
any work you would like to do? Have you changed your mind sinc.e 
you have learned more about the kinds of work there are in the 
world? Prepare a short talk about the kinds of work you would like 
to do .and why you would like it. Tell just what you would be doing, 
what knowledges and skills you wol:lld need, and how you might go 
about getting the necessary training and experience. If you know 
anyone who does the kind of work you would like to do, learn as 
much as you can from him. 
GeographY of a Working World, p. 347 
Summary of quoted pupil activity suggestions.- All three geography 
textbooks contained activities which could be tabulated in the category, 
Study of Workers. In bringing about such understandings, suggestions 
were made for preparing reports, defending statements, classifying workers 
according to occupational graphs, completing sentences, and planning class 
discussions. Most of these activity suggestions would require the stu-
dents to use outside references. Both the quantity and quality of these 
exercises seem to reveal worth-while occupational concepts. 
Book C, Geogz:aph.y of a Working World, was the only text:. which in-
cluded among the pupil activity ·suggestions problems concerning Inter-
views With Workers. Four of the eight activities were quoted to show 
that specific questions are presented so that the pupils have a ·guide 
when acquiring information from the workers. One activity, by pointing 
out that parents, relatives, and friends can be interviewed about their 
work, emphasized that occupational information may be found in the home 
and neighborhood. The exercise on mineral products which suggested 
interviewing a coal dealer, gas-station owner or attendant, stone 
cutter, bricklayer, mason, and building contractor is illustrative 
of but one of the many activities found in Book C which made provision 
for individual differences by offering the pupils a selection within 
the activity. 
Among the three books analyzed in this study only eleven activities 
contained references to Visits to Industries. Specific ideas for carry-
ing out this type of activity were included. Again, the activity chosen 
from Book C illustrated how the teacher could provide for individual 
differences as several alternate choices are made fo~ visiting different 
industries within the communication field. 
It can be concluded that the selected geography textbooks provided 
few activities which utilized imparting occupational information through 
the medium of Exhibits • The exercise which best illustrates how this 
type of activity could be used is included in the Workshop of the last 
unit of the text, GeographY of a Working World. An exhibit is suggested 
as a summary activity of the year's work which incorporated both the re-
sources of the classroom. and community. Although ten items were pre-
sented, the writer selected the five most appropriate to this study. 
The two activities recorded in the Miscellaneous category were 
presented to sho1'l that at least one text recognized the important fact 
that pupils should be thinking in terms of tb:dr own vocational goals. 
The first activity, with its five stimulating questions, appeared at 
the beginning of the textbook. In the concluding unit a review exercise 
is inserted as a check to see if the pupils have changed their goals 
after stuqying about the many workers of the world. The activity 
stresses the :importance of investigating the knowledges, skills, train-
ing, and experience necessary for success in vocational life. Finding 
this type of activity in a textbook should be encouraging to the teacher 
who wishes to correlate a study of occupations with the regular class-
room material. 
Since the number of pupil activity suggestions which reveal occupa-
tional concepts was comparatively low-20 in Book A; 32 in Book B; and 
44 in Book a--geography teachers using these textbooks would not rely 
complete~ on using the books as the only means of disseminating voca-
tional information, but would introduce into the classwork supplementary 
activities. However, this analysis of activity suggestions does prove 
that teachers should first investigate the possibility of utilizing 
textbook activities. If it is found that the suggestions on the most 
part stress the objectives of the course of study, the alert teacher 
can arrange to provide student exercises which contain occupational 
implications. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
1. Summary of Investigation 
Recapitulation.-- The objectives of this stu~ as stated in 
Chapter I were (1) to gather, classify, and analyze the occupational 
information which is contained in three widely used 1951 editions of 
geography textbooks, and (2) to make recommendations for imparting this 
information to pupils through their stu~ of geography. In justifying 
these objectives, a review of guidance literature was undertaken and 
pertinent quotations were presented. 
In Chapter II the criteria to be used in the selection of the 
textbooks were established. The two methods used in meeting the criteria 
were reported. A description of the three selected geography textbooks 
was given. The procedure to be used in analyzing and organizing the 
occupational information was presented. 
The enumeration, by unit, of the occupational titles found in the 
selected textbooks was made in Chapter III. These titles were then 
classified by the six major occupational groups presented in the 
11 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles. 
The occupational concepts appearing in the three selected texts 
were classified in Chapter IV according to the seven areas of occupational 
yop. cit. 
!I 
study devised by George E. Myers. Sample concepts were selected to 
show the quality of the material available in the three textbooks. 
An appraisal of the occupational significance of photographs and 
pupil activity suggestions was made in Chapter V. Frequencies of the 
occupational information depicted in photographs and contained in the 
pupil activity suggestions were tabulated. Representative sample ac-
tivities were quoted to show the quality of the activities which con-
tained both geographical and vocational concepts. 
Findings.-- After a review of guidance literature was made, it 
was found that educators agreed with the theory that occupational in-
formation and activities must be provided in the junior high school 
curriculum. Classroom teachers were presented with the challenge to 
utilize accurate vocational concepts found within their subject field. 
This study revealed that a total of 151 different occupations were 
mentioned in the three selected geography textbooks. Of this number, 
145 titles could be classified according to the major oc~ational 
groups defined by the Dictionarr of Occupational Titles. This clas-
sification showed that the occupational group containing the largest 
number of titles was Professional, Technical, and Managerial Work. 
The smallest number of titles was classified under Clerical and Sales 
Work. A group which lacked mention in the three selected geography 
texts was Service Work. Therefore, teachers using these books would 
yop. cit. 
yop. cit. 
• 
have to provide supplementary vocational activities concerning the 
occupations classified in Clerical and Sales Work1 Manual Work, and 
Service Work. 
After evaluating the 569 occupational concepts found in the 
11 
selected texts by George E. Myers 1 "Outline for the Study of an 
Occupation, 11 it was discovered that the areas best covered in the 
study were Nature of Work, Importance of the Occupation, and Working 
Conditions. Areas not adequately stressed were Compensation, Personal 
Qualities Needed, Preparation Needed, and Opportunity for Advancement. 
The investigation of the photographs appearing in the selected 
textbooks proved that many vocational concepts were clearly and ac-
curately illustrated. Six hundred and ninety occupational references 
were found among the 1457 photographs contained in three textbooks used 
in this study. Although photographs are a secondary source of reference, 
this analysis has shown that they serve as a valuable aid in presenting 
occupational information. 
Upon completion of the analysis of the pupil activity suggestions 
contained in the selected texts, it was f ound that the majority of ac-
tivities revealed geographical concepts. Only 96 of the 450 activity 
suggestions transmitted occupational references. Therefore, it would 
be necessary for teachers using these three geography textbooks to 
incorporate into the course of study additional exercises containing 
vocational implications. 
yop. cit. 
In conclusion, it may be stated that valuable occupational informa-
tion was found in the three selected junior high geography textbooks 
being analyzed in this atuey. Therefore, many of the vocational refer-
ences found in the main body of the texts, among the photographs, and 
within the pupil activity suggestions could be used as background 
material for introducing additional activities which would stress voca-
tional study in a broader scope. Thus, pupils in the junior high school 
would become more aware of the responsibility of making a practical vo-
cational choice and planning a program of study which would help them. 
reach their vocational goal. 
2. Recommendations for Imparting Occupational Information 
Through the Study of Geography 
Purpose of suggesting pupil activities.-- It is not the purpose of 
this study to prepare complete lesson plans for teaching occupational 
information, but some suggested pupil activities will be presented in 
order to show how the geography teacher can include vocational concepts 
within the course of study o 
Visits to industries.-- A class project which can be an informative 
activity is a visit to a local industry. Arrangements for this type of 
field trip can be made by class members. A guide sheet acquainting the 
pupils with the workers and processes to be witnessed is an excellent 
preview device. Letters of appreciation can be written and appropriate 
class activities can be prepared which will stress the newly acquired 
• 
vocational concepts. 
I 
Interviews with workers.-- Conducting interviews with workers is 
an activity that has a great deal of pupil appeal. In .deciding the 
workers to be interviewed, pupils may choose to gather additional 
material concerning those occupations appearing in the stuqy unit or 
to investigate community workers not mentioned in the textbooks whose 
occupations could be classified in the field of work under discussion. 
It is advisable for the class to devise a questionnaire to be used 
during the interview. Information discovered in these pupil interviews 
can be given as individual reports or as panel discussions or writ ten 
group projects. 
Exhibits.-- An attractively planned bulletin board displaying in-
formation about the occupations discussed in the geography units can 
be undertaken as a class project. 
articles and the daily newspaper. 
Material can be gathered from magazine 
Pertinent facts may be found among 
the publications from Science Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois. 
Both the school and public librarians can be consulted about obtaining 
necessary source material. 
Films.-- Geography teachers desir ous of obtaining films as a 
supplementary aid should consult the Educational Film Guide published 
by H. W. Wilson Company, New York City, New York, or the Educators 
Guide to Free Films published by Educators Progress Service, Randolph, 
Wisconsin. .Many film libraries are now .maintained in public or university 
librari es. Here, one can make arrangements for film rental. In using a 
film for a class activity, a preview should be given and stimulating 
class exercises prepared for use after the film is viewed. 
Radio.-- Using the radio in the geography class has several 
possibilities. Pupils can investigate the many people employed within 
the radio industry. They can discover the numerous workers dependent 
on radio for helping them conduct their vocational activity, such as 
fishermen, airplane pilots, and forestry employees who constantly listen 
for weather reports. Pupils can conduct mock radio programs where men 
and women employed in occupations related to geography can be interviewed. 
If it is found that any local radio programs would aid in a better under-
standing of vocations, arrangements can be made so that the pupils can 
listen to such programs during school hours. 
Television.- Until communities are able to have channels broad-
casting educational programs, television will not be used to its fullest 
capacity in the classroom. However, incidental vocational implications 
can be derived from programs appearing over the major television net-
works. The variety shows make use of countless professional enter-
tainers. Pupils interested in occupations within the food industry 
might enjoy the various cooking schools. Professional athletes are 
shown participating in their respective sports events, or appear as 
guests on programs where they can be interviewed. 
Hobbies.-- The teacher should not overlook the possibility of 
utilizing hobbies. The pupils interested in photography could prepare 
an exhibit of photographs taken of workers as they engaged in actual 
vocational activity. Pupils interested in art might draw or prepare 
maps showing the distribution of workers according to major occupational 
groupings. other class members could pr epare exhibits of their hobbi es 
showing how avocations can develop into full time occupational activity. 
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